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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
There are three main types of children found among the referrals 
to child guidance clinics: 
1. Hental defectives and those lv:ith specific mental disabilities 
(intellectual deviates) 
2. Behavior problems or those with personality and neurotic dis-
orders (emotional deviates) 
3. Delinquents or those with conduct disorders (social deviates)l 
It is this last category of referrals to a child guidance clinic \vith 
\ihich t his study is concerned. Authorities in the field of child guid-
ance work tend to ascribe to the juvenile offender a reputation of being 
very difficult to treat therapeutically. 2 This study is concerned witl1 
making an analysis of the intake procedure of court referrals to one 
particular child guidance clinic (The New H~npshire Mental Hygiene and 
Child Guidance Clinics) in order to determine what criteria are used 
for the acceptance and rejection of juvenile offenders for ·COiltinued 
treatment by the clinic, so as to evaluate better how the clinic is 
functioning in fulfilling its therapeutic obligations to these children. 
Court referrals constitute from seven to ten per cent of the clinic's 
entire intake. In determining \mat is to be done \vith these young of-
fenders and in deciding upon the nature and extent of punishment as 
\veil as the advisability of the granting of probation, the juvenile 
1 Eugene Davidoff and Elinor s. Noetzel, The Child Guidanc~ 
Approach ~ Juvenile Delinquency, p. 1. 
2 Helen L. Witmer, Psychiatric Clinics for Children, pp. 293-298. 
1 
court judge depends to a large extent on the recommendations of the 
child guidance clinic. Hence, the agency has a rather grave responsi-
bility in the making of these recommendations. This will be further 
elaborated on in Chapter II of this thesis. 
This study is particularly concerned with the following questions: 
(1) Are there common characteristics in the cases which the agency de-
cides to take on for treatment? (2) Do such factors as age, sex,intelli-
gence, school achievement, nature of offense, etc. affect the decision 
about treatability? (3) How does parental attitude towards the child 
affect a decision on treatability? (4) Is there mutual agreement be-
tween the social worker doing the intake history, the psychologist who 
tests the child, and the psychiatrist who talks with the child on whether 
or not a case should be considered for treatment at the clinic? (5) Is 
one report more influential than the others? (6) Is the agency prone to 
take on for treatment children with similar personality makeups? (7) \Vhat 
are the other recommendations made if treatment at the clinic is not sug-
gested? (8) Are the recommendations of the clinic for treatment carried 
out? 
1-fethod and Intake Procedure 
Thirty-two cases of court referrals to the New Hampshire Mental 
Hygiene and Child Guidance Clinics 'iere studied, fourteen of which 'vere 
accepted for treatment and eighteen of which w·ere rejected. It seems 
necessary to clarify the terms acceptance and rejection, since they are 
in a sense misleading in this situation. When the term acceptance for 1 
treatment is used in this study, it actually refers to several different I 
types of services which the agency gives. In the fourteen cases accepted 
2 
for treatment,the concensus of the staff conference implied that the 
agency felt that they \~re interested in maintaining further contact 
lvith the child and his family. This desire to continue lvith the case 
does not necessarily mean that the case actually was taken on for treat-
ment, however. Furthermore, there was a notable difference in the qual-
ity and quantity of agency involvement among those cases \vhich it ac-
cepted for treatment. In seven of these fourteen cases, the implications 
\vere that the agency was willing to take the children on for therapy. 
By this is meant that the child would be seen for regtuarly scheduled 
weekly or semi-monthly appointments, to work through some of the more 
basic problems which were at the present time stunting his emotional 
grmrth and his stability. In the remaining seven cases, the agency felt 
that a more limited service was in keeping with the child's problem. 
\vithin this group of seven cases, there were several different types of 
services offered. One type of service as illustrated in Case 1 can be 
termed guidance to the child's parents: 
II Case 1 ''\ve believe that T should remain at home with his parents 
and we lvill try to see the father and mother at least once more 
to help them ldth their anxieties." 
The agency enters also into another kind of treatment, which might best 
be classified as supportive guidance to the child. In these few cases, 
the agency sees the child and the parents at regularly spaced intervals, 
ranging in length from one month to every six months. The agency, how-
ever, makes no attempt to deal intensively lvith the child and his prob- 1, 
lems. 
Case 2 "L needs help and supportive treatment and plans made for 
him. \ve will plan to see him again in one month's time for check 
up and to guide him in the right direction for his occupational 
future." 
11 
3 
For the purpose of this study, no attempt was made to separate the groups 
according to the type of treatment. Instead, all cases implying any sort 
of treatment after the diagnosis was made are grouped together and are 
referred to as the accepted group. The remaining eighteen cases, \;hich 
consist of cases for which the agency proposed recommendations other than 
continued treatment at the clinic, are referred to as the rejected group. 
In selecting the cases to be studied, use was made of the Clinic's 
, registration book, w·hich lists all intake cases. This book is chronologi-
cally arranged, and contains such information as client's name, case num-
ber, referral source, referral date, reason for referral, etc. 
All cases in ,;hich the court \'laS the referring agent were considered 
I• 
that were referred to the clinic within the period from January, 1951-
' December, 1954, before the actual selection of the thirty-two cases used 
for this study was made. Though the clinic has been in operation since 
1940, many of the cases seen at the clinic were not given a diagnostic 
intake lvith the social worker obtaining the case history, the psychologist 
administering a battery of tests, and the psychiatrist seeing and evalu-
ating the child and his potentials until 1951. Therefore, the 1-vriter de-
cided to restrict this study to the last four year period (1951-1954) in 
1 'vhich the information desired 1v-ould be for the most part available in the 
case records. The selection of cases \'laS made over a four year period 
rather than a one year period lvith the view to seeing that the character-
istics seen in the case were not tmique to one given year. All cases in 'I 
I 
the registration book were considered, and the selection was entirely 1 
I 
4 
chosen at random. Prior to the selection of these cases, the 1vriter had 
arbitrarily decided to have a sample case load of thirty-two cases (assum-
t 
jl 
ing that she could handle approximately this number, given the limitations 
of time and other resources). Therefore, eight cases were chosen for each 
year from 1951-1954. Since there were approximately 130 court-referred 
cases seen at the clinic during this period, one out of every four cases 
where the registration book listed the referring agent as the court was 
11 selected. 
I 
The intake procedure at the New Hampshire Mental Hygiene and Child 
Guidance Clinics involves four main processes. 
(1) Intake intervie\v: \vhen the referral is first made to the clinic, an 
intake interview is scheduled for the psychiatric social worker to see one 
or both of the parents. In these intake interviews, emphasis is placed 
on enlarging the clinic's understanding of the background information on 
the child. This involves trying to gain both factual information about 
the child's life, and also an attempted understanding of the interpersonal 
family relationships, the attitude of the parent towards the child and his 
problems, etc. In all but one of the thirty-two cases, examined for this 
study, a descriptive intake interview by the agency social worker was 
available. In the one exception, the necessary information was obtained 
from an accompanying court report, and a summary sent by another agency 
to whom the child and his family were known. In a total of nine of the 
cases, a report from the probation officer accompanied the referral giving 
the environmental history. These reports were used in this study to sup-
plement information lvhen necessary. 
The most frequent informant in the intake intervielv was the child's 
mother. In tlventy-two of the cases, she was the sole informant. In two 
cases both mother and father lVere seen; in four cases, only the father 
I 5 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
was seen; in t\vo cases, the grandmother "\vas the infonnant, and in one 
case the gran&nother and father were both seen. 
(2) Psychological testing: Usually at the same time that the parent is 
being seen by the social worker, a clinical psychologist is administering 
a battery of psychological tests to the child. These tests always include 11 
a lvechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test, and sometimes such projective tests 
as the Rorschach, Szondi, etc. In three of the cases, psychological tests 
had been administered by the court; in only one case was there no intelli-
gence score available. It is also the psychologist's task to '~ite a re-
port recording his impressions of the child, as evidenced by the child's 
11 
attitude towards the test, as ivell as the impressions gained of the child 
through his responses in the testing situation. 
(3) Psychiatric interview: In all thirty-t\vo of the cases in this study 
there was a psychiatric report containing the psychiatrist's impressions 
of the child. 
(4) Case conference: \~1en the total information of the three previously 
mentioned aspects of the clinic team is completed, a staff conference is 
held to discuss the case. All three disciplines of the team read their 
impressions and findings, then recommendations are made as to the suit-
ability of treatment, etc. A staff stenographer records the minutes, and 
, it is from these notes that the writer obtairred an idea of what was 
stressed at these conferences. In five of the thirty-two cases, there 
ivere no conference notes in the record. However, to some extent, the 
ivriter lvas able to gain some idea of the concensus of staff opinion about 
the case from the psychiatric report, lihich the agency sends to the court 
follo\Ving their decision on the final disposition for the case. 
•I 
I 
I 
6 
The \Yri ter has outlined the entire intake procedure because it is 
on the basis of these four aspects that this thesis is fonnulated. 
Limitations of the Study 
}~ny of the specific findings of this study are necessarily limited 
to the particular agency from which the sample was selected, rather than 
to all intakes of court-referred cases to child guidance clinics. Ho\v-
11 ever, on the basis of some of the information obtained, certain broader 
implications can be inferred. A ma jor limitation of this study \vas the 
fact that case \rork records that were used were not research oriented, 
and did not contain an elaborated description of attitudes of parents, or 
other specific foci of this study which would have been valuable. As has 
been noted alr eady in several of the cases, some of the aspects of the 
intake procedure were not included in the record, and tl1e writer found it 
necessary to use substitute sources which were not always completely sat-
isfactory. For example, the psychiatric report was used in those cases 
where no case conference notes were available. It is also necessary to 
mention that there are necessarily differences in emphasis and abilities 
of the various social workers obtaining the information which makes for 
lack of uniformity of content of case material. A final, but very lin-
portant limitation,is the factor of the subjective judgment of the Chief 
Clinic Social \vorker whose impressions of the factors in a court case 
yffiich took precedent in the decision for treatment were utilized. It must 
be remembered that there will always be some f lexibility when the actual 
decision is made. 
Agenqy Criteria for Taking a Case for Treatment 
In attempting to see lvhat the New Hampshire Hental Hygiene and Child 
7 
Guidance Clinics sees as its criteria for taking a case of a juvenile 
delinquent on for treatntent, the following questions were asked of the 
Chief Clinic Social \vorker: (1) \Vhat are the factors in the case of a 
juvenile delinquent lvllich lrould tend to make the clinic recommend that 
the case be taken on for treatment? (2) In lvllat \vay do these cases differ 
from cases in ~1ich a recommendation other than treatment by the clinic 
\vas reconmended? 
The answers received indicated that there were three major divisions 
of the child's situation considered in determining lmether a case should 
be taken for treatment. 
(1) A fairly good prognosis: This lrould mean that the child not be so 
severely disturbed, that the chances that he \rould respond to treatment 
be minimal. This lvould tend to eliminate from treatment, the severely 
neurotic, the pre-psychotic, and the psychopathic personality. In deter-
mining tlris, reliance is placed on the psychiatric interview with the 
child and the agency is particularly concerned lvith the child's ability 
to relate and the child's contact with reality. 
(2) Environmental factors: The agency feels that there must be enough 
constructive satisfactions lvithin the child's homelife to allmv for ad-
justment, outside of the clinical contact with the child. Included in 
this would be a potentially workable relationship lvith the parents, who 
1
1 rrill also be seen for treatment. The agency feels that these parents 
must not be so rejecting of their children that tlle chances of accom-
11 plishing something with them in therapy 1vould be extremely l imited. 
(3) Physical circumstances: A special consideration which is unique to 
the New Hampshire Hental Hygiene and Child Guidance Clinics, but wich 
8 
'I 
I 
ti 
I 
II 
must be taken into consideration in taking a case on for treatment, is 
the location of the child's home in terms of distance from the clinic. 
With the limited transportation facilities available in this rural area, 
this must be a fundamental consideration. 
(4) Clinic facilities: One other factor affects acceptance for treatment 
1/ 
I 
'I 
I 
and this would apply to all cases diagnosed by the agency. This is avail- I 
ability at the time of referral of a therapist who could lvork lvi.th the 
child. The N~., Hampshire Hental Hygiene and Child Guidance Clinics has 
II a rather small staff consisting of four full-time social workers, tlvo full-
time psychologists, one part-time psychologist, two full-time psychiatrists
1
1 
I 
I and one part-time psychiatrist. This necessitates carrying a comparative-
I 
j ly small therapy case load, since treatment is only one of the services 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
It 
rendered by the clinic. The \vaiting list for treatment as of July, 1954 
\ 'laS 230. The agency, therefore, has to be extremely selective in its de-
cisions about which cases to take on for therapy, since the facilities for 
therapy are so limited. 
9 
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CHAPTER II 
THE JUVENILE DELINQUENT AND HIS RELATIONSHIP TO THE 
JUVENILE COURT AND THE CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC 
In order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of juvenile de-
l inquency and ~1at the obligations of a child guidance clinic are as re-
gar ds t he you11g offender, it is first necessary to understand the etiology 
of the treatment of ti1ese children through the years, to better comprehend 
the discrepancies 1mich exist 1·li thin society today as to 'vhat is to be 
done 'vi th the young delinquent. 
II '~ntile there is considerable evidence that as far back as the colo-
nial period many of the harsh punishments imposed on children 1rere not 
actually carried out, court, police, and institutional treatment of chil-
dren remained inhumane even through the nineteenth century."l However, 
tolvards the latter half of the nineteenth century, a more humanitarian 
note \vas beginning to be found in the treatment of juvenile offenders. 
The first of these reforms ,.;as concerned lvith an interest in the treatment 
of t he juvenile delinquent after conviction and took the form of establish-
11 ment of reform schools, etc. Gradually, the emphasis shifted to needed 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
'I 
reforms in the procedure preceding punishment or correction. "The reforms 
took the shape of special personnel, social investigations, and the 
gradual relaxation of the strict, technical criminal procedure \men ap-
plied to child offenders.n2 To,vards the end of the nineteenth century, a 
1 Alfred J. Kahn,! Court for Children, p. 17. 
2 Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile 
I Del j nQ_uents, p . 9 
II 
I 10 
h 
' I 
I 
I 
'I 
number of the states added features of their Olin in a general movement to 
humanize justice, in the administration of children's cases, such as 
separate confinement of children preceding trial, s~parate trial, etc. 3 
The first tribunal created to deal specifically lrith the problems of 
juvenile delinquency \vas the Juvenile Court of Cook County, Illinois, 
established in 1891.4 
"In respect to the attitude of the court and others concerned 
\nth the child, therefore, this important lalv provided that the 
delinquent child should be treated the same as the neglected or 
dependent one; thereby, it took the significant step of recog-
nizing officially that, whatever the immediate act or situation 
may be that brings a child into the custody of a court, the is-
sues presented are, in essence, problems requiring understanding, 
guidance, and protection rather than those involving such con-
cepts as 'criminal responsibility, guilt, and punishment.' n 5 
Despite this more enlightened view· towards the juvenile offender, 
there still remains lri thin the framework of society, a partly "legalistic" 
handling of the young offender, an attempt to distinguish as clearly as 
'I 
possible be~veen delinquent and nondelinquent and to treat only the former 1 
'nth the sanctions of the state.6 
"The offender may be looked upon by the state as one functioning 
lrith greater or less freedom of lYill who has chosen to violate 
the law and who must be dealt with correctively to discourage 
him and others from further infractions. The full rigors of the 
criminal lalv are mitigated by reason of the offender's youth, 
but the judicial vie\v would preserve in the hearings -of chil-
dren's courts a real test of the individual's status as a delin- ,j 
quent before applying to him the modern and individualized 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
3 Ibid,., P• 11. 
4 Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, op. cit., p. 12. 
I 
I 5 Ibid., p. 12. 6 Patti W. Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency, p. 15. 
11 
methods of treatment."? 
1
• The psychiatric concept of delinquency differs notably from the legal · 
point of vie\v. lfuile the psychiatric point of view agrees with the legal 
vie\v that delinquency is a failure to meet the prescribed behavior re-
quired for social living, the emphasis is on the personal and social mal-
adjustment of the child and not on the punitive aspect. According to 
Bruno Bettelheim "Delinquent behavior is a symptom of the child's inability 
1 to arrive at a balance between the satisfaction of his inner needs and 
the requirements of his environment."8 
In view of this discrepancy in viewpoints, it seems rather ironical 
that the juvenile court judge in determining a decision about lihat is to 
be done with the delinquent offender is bound by law to consul t an agency 
\vhose approach to the problem at hand is so different. 9 Prior to 1925, 
federal district judges had no statuary authority to suspend the imposition 1 
of sentences in criminal cases and place defendants upon probation. The 
act of }~rch, 1925 opened a new road for rehabilitation of youthftu offen-
ders. Probation officers became a part of the court and began to serve 
as the tying link beuveen the court and the child guidance clinic.lO The 
courts then began to use the child guidance clinic for diagnostic examina-
tion of the juvenile delinquent. 
7 Ibid., p. 15. 
8 Quoted in Albert Deutsch, Our Reiected Children, p. 142. 
9 New I~pshire Commission of Mental Health, Laws of 1947, Section 
34, chap. 17. 
10 Louis E. Goodman, "Probation Officer and the Court," Federal 
Probation, March, 1948. 
12 
A provision of a New Hampshire state law provides that "Any court 
finding that a juvenile is delinquent shall, before making a disposition 
of the case as provided in section thirteen, order such delinquent to be 
taken for examination to the nearest mental hygiene clinic, having regard 
to time and place, that is served by the commission of mental health.nll 
Therefore, it is established by law that all juvenile delinquents be seen 
by the New Hampshire Hental Hygiene and Child Guidance Clinics for a 
diagnostic study. In actual practice, however, not all delinquents are 
seen by the clinic, despite this law·. The fact still remains that the 
clinic, with from seven to ten per cent of its entire intake made up of 
court referrals bears a large responsibility in regard to these cases. In 
the period from 1950-1952, the agency saw· ninety-four court-referred 
cases.l2 During the period of 1952-1954, thirty-six court-referred cases 
l·rere seen at the clinic.l3 \Vhatever the discrepancies between child 
guidance philosophy and judicial justice, ther e can be little doubt that 
the clinic's evaluation of the child \vill affect the final disposition of 
n~ny of these cases. But it must be kept in mind that though the court 
and the child guidance clinic have the common interest in the well-being 
of the child as their major function, the divergence in their philosophy 
11 New Hampshire Commission of Mental Health, op. cit. 
12 New Hampshire Commission of Hental Health, The Ne1·1 Hampshire 
Mental Hygiene and Child Guidance Clinics, Biennial Report, 1950-1952, 
p. 3. 
13 New· Hampshire Conmission of Hental Health, The New Hampshire 
Mental Hygiene and Child Guidance Clinics, Biennial Report, 1952-1954, 
p. 4 . 
13 
II 
and \YaY of thinkirig inevitably leads the child guidance clinic towards 
thinking in the more positive terms of the clinic providing resolrrces in 
itself or in the surrounding comnunity to prevent the infliction of 
"punishment," because first and foremost they are guided by the psychiatric 
concept that "Delinquency is a symptom, a symptom of some personal or 
social maladjustment.nl4 
The etiology of \vork lvith delinquent children has been most contro-
versial, with one group feeling that delinquency is one aspect of psycho-
logical disturbance and can be dealt with as one deals lvith any emotional 
disturbance, and the other group feeling that the sociological factors of 
the child's life are frequently so hopeless that it is a losing battle to 
attempt to help children in view of the extreme economic deprivations. 
This latter philosophy early led child guidance clinics to concentrate 
their efforts upon other types of problem children. Healy, reviewing the 
\vork of the child guidance clinics, said: 
"In recent years the definite shift a\vay from attempting to deal 
extensively lvith the problen~ of delinquency is due principally 
to the fact that the clinic cannot have control enough over the 
individual or over his social situation. Aside from the in-
dividuals who become delinquent mainly because of inner conflicts 
and frustrations, it is plainly discernible that in the complex 
of factors \vhich make for delinquency there are many social ele-
ments, deprivations and plessures that cannot possibly be bettered 
by clinical effort alone. 5 
To substantiate Healy's conclusions, a study of recidivism among 
juvenile delinquents, conducted by Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck revealed 
that during the five year period following 1917-1922, eighty-eight of the 
14 William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Light QB Delinquency and 
Its T~eaunent, p. 159. 
15 'ivitmer, .£2• .£li., p. 296. 
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923 juvenile delinquents examined by the Judge Baker Foundation had con-
tinued their misconduct. Ho,rever, in evaluating the findings of the 
Glueck study, emphasis has been placed upon the fact that the delinquents 
had been studied, but not treated by the Judge Baker Foundation.16 
As Helen \Vitmer points out "the role of psychiatry in 'vorlc with de-
linquents must depend upon the extent to \ihich delinquency is a psycho-
logical problem.nl7 According to Dr. George E. Gardner 
'o/~inly, there is a very definite tendency on the part of all of 
us to over-evaluate and over emphasize the external environmental 
factors that act as a possible etiological milieu in respect to 
t he delinquency, at the expense of delineating, in so far as 're 
can, a clear-cut analysis of the internal instinctual drives, and 
needs of the individual delinquent. Because of this, manipulative 
therapy replaces psychotherapy.nls 
Gardner believes that an atypical act, such as a delinquent act is 
the direct expression of an instinctual drive or a reaction formation 
against an instinctual drive. 
Despite Gardner's approach, it seems to the \\Titer of this study, that 1 
psychological and social causes are inteTivoven, and that the child guidance 1 
clinic in evaluating prognosis for treatment, will certainly give both 
factors consideration. 
16 Helen L. Witmer, Psychiatric Clinics for Children, p. 297. 
17 Ibid., p. 301. 
18 George E. Gardner, Smith College Studies in Social \vork, Volume 
XVII , The Dvnamic Mechanism in Delinquent Behavior, p. 50. 
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CHAPTER III 
A GENJ!RAL ANALYSIS OF THIRTY-TivO COURT REFFRRA!S TO A 
CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC 
As has been stated in the introduction to this thesis, one of the 
concerns of this study is to see what if any are the common characteris-
" II 
tics basic to those court referral cases which the agency selects for con- 1 
tinuance of treatment. In ·what way do they differ from those cases for 
which the agency after doing a diagnostic formulation of the case makes 
recommendations other than that the case be taken on for treatment. This , 
chapter is concerned with a general analysis of the two groups, in an 
effort to see the common characteristics as well as the basic differences 
between them. It is necessary to mention that since no statistical cor-
early teenage years, and the mean age for the entire group is fourteen 
years. The average age for the group '~ich was accepted for treatment is 
I 
12.6 while the average age of the children in the rejected group is fif-
teen. This seems to indicate that there is some tendency to select the I 
younger of these delinquent children for continued treatment at the 
clinic. 
In attempting to understand the reason for this tendency to take on 
for treatment the younger of these delinquent children, the writer thought 
that the agency might consider the prognosis better for cases in which 
16 
17 
the children w·ere younger since their personality structures might b e 
less r i gid and more flexible to change. Since the mean age for the ac-
ce ted group is 12. 6, t he factor of approaching adolescence, ~.ffii ch i s 
knm·m to be a period of rebellion , may affect the agency decisi on . It 
mc1.y be the feeling of the staff that a program of therapeutic 'vork may 
forestall recidivism during the adolescent years . Hmv-ever, a study done 
by Eleanor and Sheldon Glueck "One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents" sh ows 
that on the 1-nole there i s ve-r.r little relati onship bet1veen age and 
"d" . l reel 1v1sm. 
There "~Jere seven t imes the number of boys as girls . Only one of t he 
four girls is in t he accepted group , 'vhereas the ratio for boys selected 
for treatment i s a bit higher, thirteen of the twenty-eight . This see.ms 
to be a n appreciable difference. I-Im-rever , the proportion of cases of fe-
males to males in conrt referrals for the en t i re country is approximately 
1: 4. 6. 2 It is difficult to estimate whether the rejection of the girls 
in a larger proportion i s not in some way tied up 'vith the fact that the 
girls i n the group tended to be older and their diagnoses indicated more 
di sturbances . 
1 Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents, 
I P• 153. 
2 Paul \•1. Tappan, Juvenile Delinguency, p . 29. 
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TABLE I 
AGE AND SEX OF THE THIRTY- T\vO COURT REFEPJ\ED CHILDREN 
ACCORDING TO ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION FOR TREATHENT 
Age Sex Acceptance ejection lviale Female 
Eight l l 
Ni ne 
Ten l l 
Eleven 3 2 l 
Tw·elve 6 3 3 
Thirteen 3 l 2 
Fourteen 4 l 2 3 
Fifteen 7 4 3 
Sixteen 2 2 4 
Seventeen l 1 2 
Total 28 4 14 18 
Nattrre of the Offenses 
Total 
l 
l 
... 
..) 
6 
3 
5 
7 
4 
2 
32 
The possibility that the agency might be more prone to take on fo r 
treatment children guilty of one offense rather than another was also 
considered. The study sho\ved that in the group accepted for treatment, 
f i ve of the children had committed sexual offenses, seven had been brought 
to court for stealing, one for fire setting, and one for assault. In t he 
group which \vetS rejected, the roportion of sexual offenders was just 
about t he same, with the group having six such cases. The proportion of 
crimes of stealing was again about the same, 1-.rith ten children .. fitt · ng 
into this category. Thus, fifty-six per cent of the rejected group and 
fift per cent of the accepted group had committed crimes of theft . The 
remai ni ng children of the rejected group fall as follm1s: one fire setter, 
one stubborn child, and one char ged with attempted assault . Thus, there 
does not seem to be any sig1rificant relationshi p between nature of offense 
18 
1\ 
and the decision about treatment. This can be seen in Table II . Also 
shown in this table J. S t he fact t hat se..""<: was the most prevalent crime 
among the f emales. There appears to be no significant correlation be-
t1veen age and nature of offense. 
TABLE II 
NATURE OF THE OFFENSE OF THL~TY-TI'/0 COURT REFE..'\RED CHILDREN 
ACCORDING TO ACCEPTANCE OR EJECTION FOR TREAT}~~T 
Type of Offense Sex Age Range Ac- Re-
Hale Female ( 8-ll) (12-14) {15-17) ceptance jection 
Sex 7 3 2 3 5 5 5 
Stealing 17 2 9 6 7 10 
Fire Setting 2 1 1 1 1 
Stubborn Child 1 1 1 
Attempted Assault 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Total 28 4 5 13 14 14 18 
Scholastic Standing 
Total 
10 
17 
2 
1 
2 
32 
The writer had lvonder ed if \·rhen a particular child had made a sa tis-
fa ct ory scholastic adjustment and \vaS f unct ioning vrell in this a r ea , the 
c inic mig1t be more inclined to accept this child for treatment, s ince 
this 1vould in a sense indicat e some os i tives i n the child's background. 
In order to estimate >i'.aat l\ras actually meant by satisfactory scholastic 
adjustment, the m~iter had to decide s bjectively 1i'nether the impressions 
given by the informants about t he child indicated t hat the c1ild l\ras doing 
at least average or better 1vork in school, and 1vas thus not hav ing scho-
lastic difficulty in addition to his other problems . In the category of 
unsat · s f actory school 1vork are ·.ncluded t hose childr en who 1ve r e reported 
I to be doing non-passing lvork, those who had repeated one or more grades, 
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those liho because of academic d "ffi culty w·ere in specia l classes, or 
those who had left school entirely . 11 
Six of the children in t he accepted group -..v-ere reported t o be doing 
satis factory \vork (average to good), t\vo w·ere considered to be good stu-
dents, \mile the remaining four \vere sai d to be ftmctioning at least on 
an average lev-el. The eight remaining chi ldr en in this group w·er e re-
ported t o have school diffictUty. One had r epeated one grade , a nd four 
had re eated t\vo grades. In the rejected for treatment group , four of 
t h e chil dren v ere doing ivel l in school, 1vhile the majority, fourteen, 1vere 
having scholastic problems. Five of t his group had r epeated grades. The 
overall pictur e for the entire group of delinquents indicates quite a bit 
of scholastic difficulty. However, there seems to be a larger percentage 
of such diffi ctuty among those in t he r ejected for treatment group , 
s eventy-eight per cent of -..-li1om had su ch problems. In the accepted grou , 
fifty-seven per cent w·ere having similar difficulties. This \vould appear 
t o s uggest a relationship bebreen school adjustment and t he clinic's ac-
ceptance for treatment . It ivould seem to imply that the clinic in ac-
cordance with the i dea of looking for positive strengt hs in the child, 
\ihich 1vould indicate a better prognosis, would hold as a criteria, school 
adjustment. 
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TABLE III 
SCHOLASTIC STANDING OF THIRTY-TIVO COURT REFERRED CIITLDREN 
ACCORDING TO .ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION FOR TREATI'lENT _ 
Scholastic Standing Acceptance Rejection Total 
Satisfactory Good Student 2 3 5 Average Student 4 1 5 
Total 6 4 
Repeated one grade 2 3 5 
Unsatisfactory Repeated ~ro grades 4 2 6 
Not passing lrork 2 9 11 
Total 8 14 
TOTAL 14 18 
Psychological Testing Results 
10 
22 
32 
As part of its intake procedure, all children are given a series of 
psychological tests by the clinic psychologist. However, in some of the 
court referred cases, the report sent by the probation officers had a 
series of test results included. With the excepti on of one case, I . Q. 
scores were obtainable for all thirty-two children. The results shmv 
that the majority of children in both groups fall into the average classi-
fication, and it is interesting to note that eight children of the entire 
group were in the high average category. Thus, despite their poor school 
adjustment, these delinquent youngsters have in most cases good intelli-
gence. The writer then tried to determine the difference in I.Q. existing 
between the two groups. In the group which was accepted, both extremes of 
intelligence were noted. The agency had accepted for treatment two cases 
in which there was borderline intelligence (70-79) and nvo cases in \ihich 
there was superior intelligence (120-129). The remaining ten children 
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'ere in t e average category . In the rejected group, the entire group, 
100 per cent , fe]l into the average cate.e-orv. Tlis can be seen in 
Ta le I 
ABLE I T 
Il'~TELLIG ,,rCE QUOTIENTS OF THE THIRTY- T'V/0 COl T REFERR •D CHILD EN 
ACCO ING TO ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION FOP TREAT!- 'NT 
CJ..ass]fication Acceptance I\.e ·ection Total 
Borderli.r e (70-79 ) 
Lm·r AveraP"e ( 80- 89 ) 
1 verage ( 90- 109 ) 
}fi,o:h Aver age (110-119) 
Superior (120-l 9) 
Pot I~no vn 
Total 
2 
1 
7 
2 
2 
14 
-------------------------------------
2 
4 5 
7 14 
6 8 
2 
1 1 
18 32 
- --
1 not he r point mi.e:ht be noted . In bot grot s , there were four childre n 
each , lvhom the psychologis t felt gave indj cations of aving higher po-
tentialities than thej r scores othenlise indicated . In all these cases 
II 
II 
I 
t 1ere vas a notable discrepancy b et veen the verbal and perforJ'llance scores I 
on tl-te \iechsler - l3ellevue Intelligence Test, ·lith the perforJ nee score •\ 
igher . 
ExcePt fo r the inclusion of extremes in test results among the cases 
accented for t erapy, there does not seem to be any other s i gnificant dif-
erence in the I . Q. result s of the Uvo grou s . 
Durat;on of DifficultY 
'rom TaJle V \e get a pictur e of the durati on of the problems of 
these c ildren as stated bv the i1 formants in the intake · nterv · el·r. !· mv-
ever, it sho1ld be recognized that ecause of t he defens ive attitude of 
many of the parents, there is some ten ency to minimize t e lengths and 
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severity of their ,r o)lems with their children. 
For Erposes o siml'l j cat:ion, t . e cater::ories of long and short dura-
tion 1·re re used , since it was very dif f ·cult froM t _le intake s tudy to de-
t ermine t1e precise length of the difficulty. Short durar.ion i s u sed t 
imply s i tt ations in 1vhich thj s is the child' s first offense . Also, accord- I 
ing to the parent's statement the child has ahvays made a fairly satis- 11 
factory social adj t stment dnrin!"; his early v ears and the symptoms f his 
b ehavior problem have b ecome evident only re cently . Social ·adjustment 
1vas sed to denote conf nnity to s cietv' s standards such a s <eepin.~ 1vith-
in the lmv, rather than in terms of the ch 'ld's pe. sonality ad 'ustme nt. 
As Table V shmvs, there 1vas a notable d · fference i n t he ~roup accepted~! 
1·rhere nine of the fourteen childr en \ver e only recently havjng social dif-
fi culty, 1-ihile five 1ad bee n aving difficulty for many years . In t e re-
jected .e:roup , el even of the c 1ildren ad b een difficult fo rnany ears and 
five 1·rere recent b eh- vior rro lePJs . 
TABLE V 
DURA IOI' 0' DI <FICULTY OF TI-II 1': - TWO COUP..T REFEi E CIIILDRffii 
ACCORJI G TO ACCEPTAlrCE 0 EJECTIO N •OL Tli.EATNE.t~T 
Duration 
Long 
Short 
Difficult to es timate 
Total 
4 
9 
l 
14 
ejection 
13 
l R 
Total 
17 
14 
1 
32 
Since seventy- t1vo per cent of the rejected group , in contras t to tw·enty-
eight per cent o t "1e accepted group 1vere l ng t en sociaJ ad iustment 
probl ems , the ... a ctor of d1ration of the :problem seems to closely correlate 
., 
I 
,, 
I 
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1·li t 1 t he acceptance or rejection o:f a case :for treatment. 
I t must be remembered that i n eval1ating the case and situation of 
each c ild , the a __ ency takes into account the fact that often parents b e-
cause of the nature of their referral to t he clinic by the court are v ery 
much on t he defens i ve and in many cases 1;rlll tend to minimize t he child's 
d · ... f · 1 · "'h "" h · bl h f · r · 1 · I l..t ·1.cu t1.es . l ere1ore, 1i enever poss1. e ot1 e r sources o verr·y1.ng t ns 
a re used, su ch as the cour t report . Hmvever, i n only ni1 e of t h e thirty-
t~-ro cases w·ere such reports ava "lable in the case record. 
Dista ce of Child 's Hom~ t o Clinic 
It ;v-as found t ,at fift -seven per cent of the cases accerted for 
treatment l i ved in a locality 1 ear a vee l y clinic, ;-rhile forty- three per 
.I 
• 
cent of those accepted lived in an outl ying area . .A...11ong those cases re-
jected, tuenty- eight per cent lived near t 1e clinic, '"' i le seventy- t;ro 
per cent lived in outly ing areas . These findings 1·rould see..ll to indicate 
'I 
that t he factor of distance does affect taking o a ca s e f or treatme;1t. 
I· -t also seems to indicate t at this is not an unflexible condition , s ince 
t l e clinic did acce_ t s ix cases 1vhich 1vere ill outly i ng areas . 
TABLE I I! 
J STAFCE o · , mm F o 1 cLn;rc OF T_rr ,r-t- Tivo couRT r:.EFEl: ,E cHIL nm~ I 
ACCOHDING TO CCEPT" CE OR REJZCTIO r FO TRE.A'fl1ENT 
T\vo fa ctor s need to be eA--plaii ed t o clarify these findings . In the case 
of four of t he c 1i ldren accepted for treatment from outlying areas, along 
2 
25 
1dt1 the recommen ation for treatment by the clinic \vas a reconu:tcndation 
t hat t he c .ild e place at t he Golden 1ue Farm, a oar i ng s c 1ool, which 
i s close enough to the clinic to male treatment lausible . Anot 1er factor 
whic_ shot ld )e mentioned :Ls that t 1is stress on the ir1portance of locali-
t y i s a miq e qnali t y o. r ural child g 1i ance clinics, mere trans port a-
t ion fc ci ities are s o limiter . 
l·er son li 
An exami nati on of the }1ersonality characteristics of the c_lildren 
1·ras also made to determine 1vhether the <lgency took on for trea tme t chil-
en havi1 · one partict ar t~,rpe of pe sonality rather t han anot 1er, i 1tro-
ver ted r t her t han extroverted . I n order to determine personality t ::,rpes 
or t 1ese eli nquent c ildre , both t 11e i take intervie1v and t he p sy chia- !I 
tric epo ts 1-1ere e_ a.mi ne , and on t e combined a s is of these, t 1e child's 1 
ersonality c 1aracteris tics were determined . ; or the most part, t.1ere \vas 
little discrepancy bet1 een the icture t hat the parent epicte an t e 
ps-c liatric evaluation of the c ild's ersonality. 
Interestingly enough, the most common adjectives used to describ e 
t hese c 1i ldren 1vere nervot:s a d excit ble. Sixteen of t e c 1ildren , n ine 
o 1v:10. l·rere acce1)ted for treatment and seven who ere rejected, 1 ere 
descri. ed speci icall. in t hese terms . 
T 1e :-.rri ter then i v i ded the children into a categorical sy ste sepa.-
a ting t 1e more introve te children from the more extroverted c.1il ren . 
1
11 
I n determining 1vha t uas t be consi ered an int averted :rers ali ty, t e 
I 
1 1-n'iter looked f r S l ch des ,ript i ve terms a s passive, meek , retiring , s 1y, 
lonely , etc . T 1e grou:!J 1 1ic 1 1-.ras co s i ered as e.A'troverte 1·ras mani f e sted 
y such characteri stics a s aggressive, outgoing , friendly , boastful, 
II 
II I' 
I 
_ aSl)i ng , etc . 
he overall picture fo r both gr oups s 1mvs t 1at t 1e , ajori t y of t 1e 
childre.._ ver e in the introverted catego r 1 ith nventy- one ( s ixty- s ix per 
I 
cent) and only eleven (tlirty- f our percePt) escribed a s extroverte rt . T 1e 
breal dmm i to t~e a ccepted a nd the re j ected ~ro 1 shows that there \vas 
very little di f fe r ence bet1 een the gr ups . SL"'I.."ty - four :rer cent of t hose 
a cce_. ted and s ixty- seven per cent of t h s e r e j ected 1vere described as 
eing introverted. Thirty- s iJ er cent of the acce_ ted group and thirty-
t 1ree per cent of the r ejected groul~ 1vere said to h ve extroverted e r -
sonal:i t i es . 
As Table VI'" s hmvs, there does not seem to be any significant d i f -
. e r ence bet ·reen the pers nality characteri s ti cs of tl e gr up accept ed for 
treatment and t e group r ejected for trea t ment. 
TABLE VII 
PEP SO 'ALI TY CliAP \ CT'i"1.ISTICS O:F TI-II TY- 'l'\ 0 COUTIT REFEl ED CHIL IlliN 
ACCO ING TO ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION FO TREATNE T 
Per so rt.lity Type Acceptance Re j e tion Total 
Introverte 9 12 21 
Ext r vert ed 5 6 lJ 
·otal 14 18 32 
II 
2 
I 
I 
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Cl-IAP ER IV 
F IILIAL DACKG OUND Ai~D i\.TTITUDE OF It..;""FORHAJ.~ TS TOivlillD CHILD 
Since one of t _ e a l rearl:r s t a t ed criteria f or acceptance of a case f or 
t r eatment \vas t he st:re1 !?;tl1s •·hie 1 seem ma n · fes t ed in t he totality of t 1e 
family- hiJd co s t ell ati on , th e \IT· ter fel t t hat an invest i gat." o s houl d 
b e macl.e of t e famili a l bacl<:grounds of these delinquent ch:i l dren. In con-
s i der i ng t he ~rr'e of cleh nqt ency a r-i_s ing f:t'om poor f amilial backgr ound, t' e I 
lvri t er is not unmindful of the fact t hat every case resulting from f amil i al 
s i t ua tion s manifests soc· a-economic aspects as 'vell a s di s turbance gr ounde 
in int r a-p sy chic confl i ct . Hm-rever, it \vas not possible to ga i n a clear 
enough understandi ng of t he soci o-economi c ba ckgrotmds of t hese delinquent 
chil dren f r om the case h is t ory 111c1. t erial to determine t he exi sting di f -
f erences bebreen t h e grou accepted f or treatment a nd t he a,r up r e j ect ed . 
I n examining t he fa!'li.l i a l hi s tory of t l ese deli n 11ent chj ldr e , an 
attem:!Jt >vas made t determine \vhether t here a}1 eared to be greater soli- II 
darit:y · n t erms of Josit"ve strene:ths \vi t h "n t he famil y t ni ts of ca ses I 
tav en on f r treat •tent t han t ose 1· :i c,l w·ere not acce:'ted . T e tvri t e r 
f ound i.t necessary t o rely completely on t he information avai l able in t he 
in tal e h ·st ory , :fll u s t he i nforma t ." on sent by t he courts in a fm·r of the 
ca ses . I t ' s t be kept in mind t ha t t h er e wonld e many omission s in 
escr.ib · ng far1il y situat ions, as i t voul d sometimes invol ve disclos re 
of int i mate famil y secrets , etc . The very nature of an authorita t ive re-
f erral to t he clinic by t he court is not conducive t o t he est abl i shMe nt 
of goo ra ort on t he f i rst i nterview. This •vill be discussed in f urther 
detail lat er on i n t his chapter wit h regard to pare tal attitudes . 
T 1e wr i ter \va s par t icnla r l y i:nterested ·.n see n~ whe ther t hose 
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characteristics associated 'rith unwholesome psychological atmosphere w·ere 
to be found more predominantly in the cases which w·ere rejected by the 
agency. A study done by the Gluecks showed that on the whole delinquents 
come from home situations characterized by social inadequacy and homes 
which were not conducive to good mental health.l The \vriter found that 
in the thirty-two cases examined, as might be expected of children with 
delinquency as the referring problem, there was a whole range of family 
problems. 
In order to get a more comprehensive picture of ho,., the famili es of 
these two groups of children compared, negative factors were grouped under 
eleven categories, (Table VIII, IX); parents divorced or separated, marital 
discord, one or both parents dead, father deserted, father tmemployed, a 
parent in legal difficulty, one parent alcoholic, mother works, mother is 
promiscuous, mother hospitalized, child does not live with natural 
parents (boarded). The \\Titer is aware that there are differing degrees 
of severity to these problems, but for the purposes of this paper, no at-
tempt has been made to determine this. Classification of these problems 
was difficult, since many seemed to overlap, and hence devising a line of 
demarcation 1ms to some extent arbitrary. For example, one mother was 
hospitalized at the time of intake for alcoholism, \mich \YOuld fall under 
two categories. The \vriter felt that the factor of the mother being away 
. 
from the home \ffiS intensifying the problem of alcoholism and so listed 
the problem in both categories. 
A total of sixty-three negative factors were found ;rithin these 
1 Glueck, QQ• cit., p. 83. 
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thi r ty-t1;ro family units a s ment · oned in the in·ta ce · o ati on. As 'onl rl 
b e expect ed , these p:ro l ero s see ~ed t 1e found in clust ers 1vi thi n a family 
nit . Hhile the aver a ge number of problems pe r f amily fo r t e entire 
gro 1p \vas around ti·ro, ten of the famili es from t e group of thirty- t\vo 
v-er e found to have from t hree t o f"ve of these disru t i 1g .roblems . 
There 1vas a notable differe r ce 'et \veen t he t1vo groups. e group 
a ccepted f or treatment incorporated ti ent y- one of these negative c arac-
teristics w·i. thin the fourteen faJnily units, 1·1hich averap:es out to one a nd 
a 1al f Der fami1v. In the group r e "ected :or treatment , f r the e i.ghteen 
fam"li es tl-)e re 1vere manifested forty- tvo problems, t1vice t he num er fou d 
i 1 t he other gr up , and at a ratio of nm a nd a third per f an "ly . T1e 
difference s t ate<' above 1\'0uld seem to indicate t hat the a P"ency do es co n-
s i er a s 0 1 e of i ts cr".ter ia for acce:!:"tance those cases in ''~ j ch there 
a r e f e1·rer dis rtptive forces in t e famil y unit . 
'I 
t 
TABLE VIII 
NEGATIVE FACTORS IN FAMILIAL BACKGROUND OF THE FOURTEEN COURT REFERRED CASES 
ACCEPTED FOR TI~EAT}ffiNT 
Case Parent Parents }farita1 Parent Father Father Father Mother Mother in }fother Child 
Dead Divorced Discord Alcoholic Unemployed Imprisoned Deserted Works Hospital Promiscuous Boarded 
l X X X 
h. X X 
J. 
i 
~ X X 
6 X X 
1 X X X 
.e X X 
.J! :X: 
10 X X 
ll 
12 X X 
13 X X 
14 
-
Total 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 4 4 0 2 
VJ 
0 
TABLE IX 
NEGATIVE FACTORS IN FAMILIAL BACKGROUND OF THE EIGHTEEN COURT REFERRED CASES 
REJECTED FOR TREATHENT 
Case Parent Parents }'farital Parent Father Father Father Hother }<1other in Hother Child 
Dead Divorced Discord Alcoholic Unemployed Imprisoned Deserted Works Hospital Promiscuous Doarded 
1 X X X 
2 --- -
3 X X X X 
4 
5 X X 
6 X X 2& 
7 X X X 
8 2& 
9 X X X 
10 X X 
11 X X X X X 
12 X X X 
13 X --~~ ___ X X 
14 X 2& 2& 
15 X X X 
16 
11_ X ____ -----~ ______ _ ___ _ ___ X __ ______ _ 
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In vie1v of t he f a ct that t he a gen cv ·.s i n .erested in cases in 1vh:i ch 
t ere \vo,l d be a 1 o~efuJ . rognosis , :it vo1 Jd see"'Tl logical to expect that 
a con s ider ation of t le potentiality of the chil d .LO r treat ent re-
fleet the t otal famil · s i tuat:i on . ;, ere t e fanily unit is marred by 
pro l ems of d ·_v rce, a:lco 10li sm, etc . , the c' a nce tha t by eans of o e 
1our a 1vee < t . erap:r sessi on ( or l ess), the child' s di ffi culties can ~e 
alleviated, in vi.ew· of alJ t e environmental diff".culti es i s cons ide ably 
minimized . The child and his problem cannot e se a ated from the tot al 
e wironmental situation. 
CR.s e 3 j s presented to ill11 strate a case 1.vhich Has re · ecte for 
trea tme t and 1vhic 1rill i llu s t r ate this point more clear ly . 
Cas e 3 , J oanne, af'"e seventeen, \vas r ef e r en t o the eli c by 
the pro)a tion department . She had fir st come to the court ' s 
attention when he r parents ente ed a complaint b e aus e of 
their inabilit y to 1andle e-r . At th ' s time it had e en fo nd 
t hat J oanne ha d een rather promiscuons, tha t her mot er had 
r ecentl y had a aby out of 1vedlock a nd tha t t he orne conditions 
i· e r e extremely oor. 
J oanne's mvn f a ther l eft the .1o e a f t e r learnin~ that his >vife 
1vas seve r a l month s pregnant by another ma n • . The fa the cen-
t ·.nues to visit t he home, 101-reve • Joanne l eft school (third 
vear of high) a:fte learnin,:: of her mother's p e_n ancy . She 
has 1-rorked s a waitress an s alesgirl s il1ce le ving schoo • 
~-lather s tates that she a nd her u s a nd never t: t along and ther e 
1·rer e many a rgmnents that t he c i l dren had w·it nessed . Joanne' s 
f a ther ~-ra s extremely s t r ict, did not w·ant J oanne to date, even 
u to the a e of fift een . On Ne ther' s day of th ' s ye r , J oanne 
t ook an ove dose of a spirins and had to e ospita l ized . Pre-
vioi:.s t o th · s i nci dent , he fat e 1ad t aken a ove ose of 
s l eeping pil s a nd according to t he ot 1e r t his occurred b ecause ., 
h.e b ecame angry when 1e l ea r ned t at the family 11ffi.S not goinr- to 1 
have turkey f or Eas t er . J 
Joanne's tron,les a s r e e;arrls discipline have been e i dent s ince I 
she 1v.::ts a l htle girl. Tie r motl,_e r fee ls t l at s ince sl e learned 
of mother' s r egnancy , s he 1as become i mposs i l e t o control, and 1 
has disappeared for 1'/eel·ends at a time . 
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Hot er stated that the man ivho jJ pre?-; l1Cl. ted he is deny ing 
paternitv at t e pr esent tiL1e . Mother admitted t hat she had 
recentl y been in legal dif.t i cul r~r beca se she ad sold a gun 
to a mi1 or . She said th t she l acl purchased this gun to sh ot 
her bab-r' s father . 
I n this ·amily s ituation ·there appears t o e :many ne~ative facto s 
aPd ver:-r feu pos itive ones. The i nstabil itY of t 1e fa.rn:i.ly 1as existed _or 
;-, any yea ·s. _.ccordim;- t o t he m ther, there fl.S bee r.1r1.rital f r i t · on , ir-
Jl reg llar discipline , and unheal t 1y parental examples set for t 1e chj ldJ:e 1. 
J oanne .1as no adequate female i enti:fication fignre l·rhich i s so important 
for l1ealt lY per sonal ity developnent. It seems probabl e t:1at J oa_ ne i n .1er 
a cting out se.A. ..ually is :i..mitati 1g l er mother . he mother is so i rolved 
1·rit h 1er mvn pr oblens that she see s t o have little to give to t e child. 
1
1 ~Iorlcing \vith t hi s :faraily \VOl..lld be extremely difficult b. view· of the cha ot i 
home s ituatjon. 
' l e follmving case has been selected fr m ar on.e; the cases a :cepted for 
' t;reatment and '1-vill illustrate a situation in which there appear s to be many 
strengths i n the family unit . 
Case 4, 1'lilliam, age thirteen, 1vas referred by the ro ation of-
f i cer because he has been involved in several acts of l arceny. ,, 
Willi am. i s ~resently at the I ::dustrial School a1vaiting disposition ! 
of his case . otl parents came to the clinic for the i ntake in- • 
ter,·e.r. They decided t ha t the father 1-roulcl tal k \'lith 10r(er I 
firs t so that t he mot er cou d 1ave a little Elore tine 1v-itL1 
'Jilljam. 
'I 
According to the father, 'Villi am has always b een pretty difficult . ' 
Abou tlfO . ears ago, he egan to t ruant from school an ecame 
increasingly isobedient and tr ublesome at 1ome. \vorker trie 
to e:qJ ore .rit 1 t he fat~1er iV.letller t 1e fa lil :; was having an- sort 
of iffic'.Jlty \"lhen \'Jilliam uas home , etc., ut he enied any sort 
of if ic1 lty and said t-1at ~hlliam i·ras treated no differently 
than any of t 1e other chil re • \\lhe r 'l·rorker inq 1. r ed l 011 fat cr 
HOlud feel abon t the _ oss j i l ity of '9 acement in an institutio al 
s etti ng , father sa" d he 'vas '-villing , bnt had sorae doubt abo:.1t his 
a jlity to finan ce anythin · t .at ,. Uld be t oo costlv . 1 
~ 
,, 
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he ami l v i s of t .1e Ca tho lie faith and attend chur c regularly . 
Th e>.r live in an ei g _ t oohl cottage 1{~lic i s m·. 1ed by t 1e paternal 
elati ves and i s fair l y 1vell fur i s1,ed , neat and clean. 
';· o l er then talked to the mother "· 10 readily admitte that 
Hilliam _ robabl~r had 't. l ad t e affecti on and attention which 
e needed as a babv. She told 1vorker tha t Arthur , 1er ol est 
ch.' l d, had _a . eczema. and astluna and needed a eTeat deal of ca~e . 
1-~ot · er feels that tt e r elation shio bet1veen \hlL am and his fa t her 
has een strainec becanse t1e father has not had much patie ce 
Hit ~iilliam, an that ~m.at \iilliam needs is understa dh g and 
affection . Hot er f eels ttat her husband 1as been very goo t o 
t .e boy through t hi s preset t ordeal and i s r e lly trying to s tand 
by 1i!!l. : s far a s l)~ace. ~nt ~s co ~erned , Plother feels that they 1
1 
could ma nage it some 1v u t u s lmu.Ld really 1elp the ymmgster . 
a ove ilh stratj on depicts a home situation in 1ni ch , thou~l t here 1 
no doul:>t are interners _al fa.111il y rroblems, there i s sti .1 f undamenta lly a 
as ~~callv sol i d fam:!l ~ u 'Lit . Ev-' ence of fJOt ential family strengths re 
11 seen throug 1 ut the intervi e1·r, particularly in t 1e sl ared r es ons ib-' lity 
and interes t in the c 1ild' s 1relfare . 
Informa1t's Att itude ToHards t!e Child 
I 
The second a s uect to the falll ' ly pict Ire, ,. 1." ch. 1voul s ee1 to nlay ar 
II i.ml) rtant Dart in t'e :!' ter't.ia l trea tc:.lil jt r o· t 'e case i s tl1at of t1e 
1)are11t-c r.Uct r elati r ship . The thirty- tuo cases vrere ther efore examined 
to see 1-ihether parentaJ attitude s tmvards t he c 1i 1 , a nres1 TP.ab y lo i cal 
con s ideratirm and on e of th e a P"enc~rT s s tated cri t eri.a of a cce ta ce and 
rejection, u ere actvaJ l~r en s:i.dered in pract · ce . 
il Th e ae:enc:r has in most cases onl y t 1e i 1ta <e interv · e'\v a s a mean s of 
.iud~~- g :Daren-r..al attit de . In eleven of the ca ses t 1e parents \·rere a l so 
seen b tl1e s taf:" _.sycl iatrist, a1 d 11hen this Has available t 1is re ort 
, uas als o taken into cons ider at i on in determining what the :Darental a tt'-
t l de ap~1eared to b e . It i s unders tood t 1<\ t in one or perha s '\vO 
I 
II 
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i :.terv;e;v-s, a completely valid judf!ment of these attitudes i s not possible. 
Attitudes ivere classi fied according to the behavior of t he informants as 
exnressed in t he intake intervj e.,s, s ince to a certain degree behavioristic 
indices are related to attitudes. Doth tl e agency and t he \\Titer recog-
nize that often attitudes other tha those indicated by overt behavior ma~r 
ei· erge after further contacts \vi t _l t he :pare :.t . Nevertheless, there does 
a!1near to b e s oMe rela t-" on ship bet,vee 1 behavior and attitudes, a nd in a 
study by IIe:t en 'ditm.er, it 1·1as indicat ed that certa in t ypes of parental be-
havior i·rere associated vith failure j n treatment. 1 
In estinati. g attitudes , a sy ste1 of classi fication 1vas decided !"011 
in a ccordance ~-Ti th the b ehavior f the j nfor111ants (usually the mot er or 
father) . In ascert a in;_ng t ese attitudes, an analysis of the stat ements 
of t he i nformants plns th.e rec0rded in pressi ons of t he social 1-vorker ar d 
p sychiatrist 1·ms made . It s houJ.d be recognized that recording a nd descri.p-
11 
t i o d." ffer from intervi eiv to i ntervie1v and f ron r ecorder to recorder . 
Since the emphasis abo1 t the infor:P1ant' s attitude as 1vell as the ability to 
II 
I 
'I 
correctly ascertain t hese attitndes differs so muc' fron:t ;,rorker t 1v-or <er, 1~ the i\Titer fom1d it very difficult to set nr a uniform sy stem of class~ fi- I 
II cat·. n and out of necessity these classifications 1vere t o some extent arbi-
trary. But every attempt was made to examine the material objectively , 
I f oct s ing on the JTlOre concret e data s uch as informants attitudes, as seen 
I 
t~1rough statements and actions ivhe'1ever poss ible. It 1vas al so f tmd that 
II 
I 
jl 
,I 
in mos t of t e cases there 1vas not a clear cut single attitude expressed by II 
l Helen L. ivitmer , nParental Bel1avior as an Index to the Proba le 
1 
Out.corne of . Treatment in a Child Guidance Clinj c, n The ::.:•4J.""m,e~=~ .To 1rnal of 
Ortnops rr.l-uatr<.r, Octo er, 1933, p . 442 . 
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t 1e inform:tnt . Ho·wever , in 1 os t cases there \vas a predo11i nati n~ theme, 
and this \vas consi c1er ed to b e t he basic atti t de . 
I A classi fication s si:e1;1 for irtformants' attitudes >vas dev'.sed lvith t e 
,, 
ij 
il 
·' 
four follm·ring groupings: re ·ecting, ambival ent, accepting , and defensive. 
Hhen the informant 's bel, avior and feelinf,!:s in reference to t he child 
rere on t h e 1 wle negative, the attitude Has classified as rejecting . The 
s}"l! l)tom ni cture in these cases w·ere evi dences of being sever ely punitive, 
an eA.!?ression of !)reference for the other children in the family, admission 1 
of not a ctually uant ing t h e child or a des ire to have im taken a\vav from I 
the home, no evi ence of genuine concern for the child's Helfare, etc. To 
illustrat e a s ituatio in whi ch a re j ecting attitude prevails throughout 
the interview, t he follmving ca se is §';iven . 
Case 5, George, age eleven, was referred to the clinic by the 
!'robatior> officer, after he stole one dollar and fifty cents in 
pennies from a neighborhood store. 
Acc~"~rding to ti1e t'1other, he has al1;rays b een a problem, ha s a 
bad t emper and i s very noisy. The teac~ers have diffi culty 1-rith 
jm in school and h e i s cons idered very annoying . George :._ eels 
that a evervbody i s dmm on him. " Since he 1vas four y ear s old , 
h e 1as been r unning ai•Tay fro1 1 h me and 110 childre in t he neigh-
borhood are allo,;red to play 1{ith him because of h is behavior . 
Hother bro:w~ht out that she had a difficult ti.rne toiJ et training 
George and that h e 1vas four years old before he sto 1ped soiling. 
\fuen h e 'vas about t hree, mother took him to a doctor ecause of 
I 
I 
t . is and \vas told that he may have a s plit rectum. !-Imvever, the 
doctor did not have any suggestions and nothing f urther was done. 
The mother s tates tl a t Geo ge used to scream 1vhen placed on t he II 
toilet and a t first the~r slapped him continually becau se they l 
felt that he was t oo old to so i l himself . 
Hother divorced e r husband last Narch after being separated from 
h i m since 1950 . The mother feels t hat George looks like hi s 
f ather a 1d acts like lis s ide of the family . The mother feels 
that George is very nervous, fidgety, and added that he actually 
shakes when he i s angr y . She feels that no punishment does any 
good as h e shm·rs no res ponse 'vhatsoever and continually does t he 
same t ings. For t lte past month, the mother has kept him in the 
house since he i s mvaiting hearing . 
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After questioning, the mother said that George did not seem to 
car e ~~1en she got a divorce from her 1usband . She stat es that 
her husband definitely dnes not like Geor,e:e and 1vill not do any-
thing about helpi ng him. The mother vras i mmediat ely agreeable 
to nlacement when 1·rorker s nggested that this might be the 
clinic's recomnendaticn . 
Evidence of t h is mother's r eject i ng attitude can be found in a lmost 1l 
I 
every sentence of this intervie1v. There i s a repeated emphasis on hm·r I 
bad the chil d has al1vay s been, and nowhere in the intervi e1v was t here 
eli cit ed a positive com.rn.ent about t he b oy . There is evidence of severe 
punishment as far back as t he toilet training eriod, and continues nmv as 
seen in the mot . er' s i solating 1 im 1 1ile he ailaits t he court hearing. The 
mother is quite open about her desire t o get rid of the boy and r eadily 
accepts the ''!orker' s suggestion about placement . This appear s to b e a 
clear cU:t case of rejection w·i th less of the more subtle implications than 
1ver e found iri some of the other cases. 
An attitude \vas classified as ambivalent when there \vere i ndications 
of rejection and negative feelings to v-ards the chi ld, but these feel ings 
'''ere toned llith some degree of concern about the child . In these cases, 
11 t he parents expressed confused feeling , admitting that they could not com-
II 
I 1-
1 
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:!1letely accept the chil d a s he i·ras~ y et shmving undert ones of interest . 
Case 6 \·ri ll ill ustrate such a s ituation. 
--
Case 6_,_ Alice, i s a sL"<[teen year old girl 'liTho \vas referred to 
t he clinic by the probation officer because of sexual delin-
quency . Sh e and another girl spent the night 1vith t \vo sailors, 
and \·lhen pick ed up by the police, :vere said to b e quite intox i-
cated. 
The 1vorlcer talked to the mother and 1vas told that the trnu le 
b egan in j unior high school 1vhen Alice bega n to skip school . 
At home, the child is not at all disrespectful to her mot her, 
but 1-rllen her mother tries t o correct her, she just closes up 
and 1·:on ' t say a uord . This upset s her mother a great deal. S.1e 
i s no llel n as far as the ho Is e,,ro_lc goes and ·will not o anyt 1i ne: 
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of this na ture unless her mother s t a nds r ig1t over her . 
Alice i s the oldest child i n a f amil y constellati on of th ee 
children . According t o !1er mother , s .1e 'ms not pl anned f or and 
t !1e mother verv much wa nted a boy . She has ahrays do 1e \·rell in 
school and has· seemed to lil e i t . She ge t s along 1vell 1·rith her 
-riends. 
~;~en Alice r ea ched j unior high school, 1er difficult i es b e ga n . 
Iler mother has aha_ s approved of her pl ayrnates unt il r ecent ly . 
Sh e feel s that Al i ce as a norr.1al interest i n bo s . Hothe r l as 
P"i ven Ali ce sexual i nstruct j o • Al i ce smokes 1vit h 1.er mot 1e 's <..., • 
a_ provfl.l, be cause the motl e r feels t hat it i s better fo r 1er t o 
smo.<e a round the house t .an to s nea t hem s ince sh e seems ent 
on smoking a nyr\;rav . 
Hot1e i s c n cerned about Al i ce, ut admits that sh e i s contin-
ua l l y getti ng t pset by her and ha s t o cons t a ntl y get control of 
1er self ef ore she goes t o pieces completely . 
T ere seen s t e a co1 b i nat·on of nega tive and positi ve .L eelings in 
, t .Ji s parental a t t ·.t ude tm-.rards the chil d . The mother exhibits feelings of 
r esentment tm-.rards t 1e child, and feels t at she cannot control her. Yet 
t1ere seems to be impl i ed an understandincr of tle gir l and a r ealization 
that s he i s not all Jad . s i s stated in t he r ecord, t he mot 1er i s con-
cerned a out the c" ild . 
An atti tude 1vas cla ss i f i ed as accer t ing 1.vhen t here s eemed to b e in-
dicati ns of 'varmt , concern , general i n t erest in t h e chi ld 's activ i t i es 
' ar d eelings, and a degree of tolerance tmvards him despite lJ.is Misconduc t . 
T1ese parents gave evidence that t 1ey c uld accept t . i s ch i ld ciesp "t e his 
mi sconduct and are a nxio1 s t o ob t ain hel~) f or t he c 1i ld' s Jroblems . Unl; ke 
t h e parents 1vho iver e cla ssif ".ecl a s e :_ el, s i.ve , t 1e parents in t e accepting 
group s.101ved some degr ee o:t. ins ie:ht int t h e fa ct tlu-:t t a problem existed , 
yet vere able to eli cit enough positive stre1::.gt hs in t he child t o sh ., 
t 11a t there 1vas a cce:rtaace, es:ri t e :re rha ps the i r di s a:!_Ypoin t ment a t t his 
ll'li scon uct . Case 7 illustr ates such a s i t uati on . 
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Case 7, Lee, is a s ixteen y e r old oy w-lo was referred to the 
clinic by t',_e pro at ' on officer because he exposed' ··mself to 
t1·ro girls . T lis is t 1e fir s t sexual offense . Lee c aims that 
he \vas dared to do thi s and vould have b een called a sissy if 
e did not 1y t\vo other boys. 
Lee lives .,-jth his grandparents and i s legally a clo:rted by them. 
He has l ived there s ince b;rth. His mot1er at t1at time \vas 
divorced fro his father. Lee \vas born \vith a " s · tive vasserman 
as the fathe~ had been syPhilit·i.c and had not told the mothe r 
a)Ollt t is at t he time of the marriage . At the t ' me of Lee' s 
i rth there 1vas Do exact treatment f or thi s . Hm1ever, t1e gr nd- l 
::'arents had Lee ' s bJood tested every y ear or so a d it ah1ays 
came on t a s eP"ative . 
Hm-reve , three yea rs ago , Lee ' s eyes start ed go i '1g bad and the~r 
took him to various do ctors f o treatme 1t . l:Ie nmv seems to be 
comflletely c11rerl . U t' 1 he vas treated, h:i.s develop 1e t Ha s 
very slm·r, es ec i ally his seem dary sex characteris t ' cs, but 
after treatment he s tarted l!;rmvii g qu · t e fast . The grandm tl er 
fe el s that Lee's exposing himself was due to t he fac t of 1is ve~r 
etardecl devel opment a t first and th en the very fa s t development 
aftervards . S1e feels that it \·rill not happen a e-ain . 
~'/hen he 1vas ~ronn~>"er , Lee seemed to have quite a l ot of d ' fficnlty 
in gett :i ng a] ong ~vi t~h more t h.an one c. ild a t a time; ' 1en there I 
a s a grou of c ildren :playi ng, he 1-ro 1lr'l. a ways seeM to ge t 
i to a fi g_ t 1vi tl them. 
The trral'1chnother s tressed tl e fa ct that: s e feels 'chat Lee i s a 
good bov a1 d vrill n t do a yr.l :i. ~ 1vr ng . 
In this sit a ti , the g;randmot e r impressed tl}e s r.iaJ '" rker as 
havii both ge uine inter es t and also a good deal of iP SiG;ht .'nto t1e boy' s 
11robJ e is . She does not deny his deli 1q11ent conn ct as so ·any flarents t e d 
to do, h11t rather atteMPts to nnde r st nd tl1e reasons for it . Sh e co ve_ s 
the f eelif1g t1at the bo~r mea 1s a P"reat de::tl to her, and she ve y mnch \vant s 
l elp . 
11 The f nrth c] assifi~at: · on lias t at of the c efens ive attit11de to a ds 
the c 1ild . This nerha s needs more clari ficat i n t .1an have the othe r three 
attitudes . .)ecaus e of t, e ant.1ori tari an nature of the referral fr m the 
c u r t the cJinic , many of these parents of delinquent ch· dren. ave a s 
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the predominatin€· f eat r e of their a ttitude ,.men t hey come t o t: e cl:i.t,i c, 
defensiveness and overprotectiveness. Thev come to the cl' nic because 
tl,e lc:nv demcnds t 1at t ey must, bt t th ey shmv eit er overtly or indirectl:r 
t at they are afraid the aGency becanse i t represents a threat to t1em-
selves. To mderstand this, one mnst _ emember tl1a t the court referral can 
be interpreted by t 1em a s a disapproval of the \·my they have handled their 
ci il ren . They are also verv much afraid of whai: the agency can do to 
t 1em. "T ey often feel singled on t i a pnnis 1.i ng 1-m.y 1,y the referrnl 
s 1rce and all their defens iveness agai st be ·.ng called 'hart parents' 
o .. es to t .1e strface . Als , often the r elation s ~ -P et\veen the court and 
the Pa ents 1as not b een o-ood . " 2 recognition of t1e dynamir.s f ,.ma a 
threat a c nrt referral can , 1ea n 1 akes an unrler stanrling of tl eir defens ive- ! 
ness al~o 1t the c. i l m r e comprehens ible. 
1'/ith this tmders tanding, social 1·rorkers 1ave made an eff'ort in ~hes e 
inta Jre interview-s to clari:i':r the client's ideas a' out the role t 1a t t 1e 
cl1ild P"'J.:i_oance clinic viJ 1 pJ A.Y. Thj s i s ~eared in tl e direction of shmv-
I' in~ t 1em that tl e cli1 ic is separ t e f 'll the court and i n t conr.er ne0 
II 
vit, p 111is 1in!?: the child , but rat 1e in unrl.erstandi g him . fi t h this sort 
of appr ach , some of the p rents are a' le to .fSe t over their initial dis- jl 
t ·ust . ut there s till remain the group of parents \-rllo do not and t 1ese 
1vere the pare .ts ui1ose attitwi.e \vas class j fi eri a s defensive . In discus -
sin,n- t eir child \·rlt'1 the111, the prevail ing feelin<_r \vas one of "1 c n an 
my child. myself , my child has onl y positives , etc . " T,1ese parent:s s pea 
2 L "onel C. Lane , ttA~,o;re ssive ~proac ·1 in r eve1tative Case ·rod;: 
u ith C ildren's r o ]ePJ.s,n .Tourn::tl of So .ial Case>-rork , Fe ru, ry, 1952 . 
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in eve l y affectionate terms , d -'splay little o no insight into possible 
emotional problen s the child 11as , etc . Case is a1 example of a n atti-
tnde Hli ch was character ized by defensiveness . 
~=~' 1·:i c~1.ael , a ge ten , was r ef err ed to the clinic by t .1e 
p· obation o fi e r bee 1 se vhile in t1e ompany of another b oy 
1e tool~ a four y ear old girl J. r om a group of children , len 1er 
into the u shes, a n ei overl. her panties. m 1e r.;ir 1 \va examined 
by a do ctor who fom1d her vulva to b e inflamed . 
~·!orker smv ·the mother who ili'mediately said tha t t he o the r boy 
>vas the cause of i t all , t hat Michael just happened to be \-lith 
him, a nd she '\vant ed t o kno1·r if t h e other boy had been seen here 
too . She said, 1vit a great deal of 1ostility, n e' s going t o 
get the s ame treatment my boy does . " Since P'lother 1"/as so Uf'Set 
a n 1ostile abo1t coming to the clini c , 1 orker Sf'ent some time 
e _laining to l er '\That lie did here a r d vhy tl e b y w<l s r e ferred . 
She 1·ras t en ble to give t e "' rke:c· so~e inforr.1at · on a 01 t 
~i clla el , ul om she said uas very nervovs . Sh e enied, owever, 
that t· ic' aeJ. 1·ras a11v problelll at l erne or tl at e had ever been 
i "1. diffic' lty bef re . 
/ 
She said t at HicJ ael had never s hoved a ny em~· osi ty about sex 
an lw.d never asked any questions . She said t 1a t thej r children 
~'::ilO ·r 'che difference et1veen oys and girls and also kPm·r tl,_at 
tLey are not t o undres s in front of each ot1er. She i sisted 
again that Hichael vould not have gotten into this present u -
ficulty had it not een for the other child . orJ.rer co!'ll•le ted 
that children very often shov curiositr and that this y 1ave 
II 
een n -I ing more tha an isolated e:oiso e . 1'-Iother again in-
siste t hat it ;;ras a l l t 1e other boy's fall t , t 1at t 1ey ha 
q 1estione 1-.iichael abo 1.t it, t 1a t Hie ael never 1· es and that 
he said 11e did not do anyt 1ing. She said t,lat s h e a d ti s fat 1er 1 
did not olame or S!Jank him ecau se thev felt · t 1vas not h.' s faultl 
-hong-11 t'1e social 1v-orker trie , to 1 ork through t his 1 oth er' s res · s-
II 
t a nce to c ming to the clini c, s h e 1ms no t able to do more t _lan t ou ch t l e 
sm~.fa ce. This mo .er remained hostile ancl efensive f the child tl r o _gh-
c 1t t'le .' tervie v, an conti ned t place tl·e olaJ:le on so111eone else . 
Table -" \•:rhich f ollmv-s · s a tabul r description of !"larental attitudes, 
111 or e r to see the dif · erences bet1·reen the group .m.ose ch.' l ren w·ere a -
ce ted f o' treat~e1.t and the grou, 1·rhose children 1Tere re jected. 
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TADL • X 
II-:f.Ol~ ' , :TS t AT TIT DES 0'\'lA.,_qD THEL CHILD ON TIITRTY- T':I 
COth T ~Ef.Ei\ , ' CASES ;. C OI IJG TO ACCEPTAHCE 01:. 
T:t<IENT 
{eje tj n.e; J 5 
1 b~valent 4 4 
- CCe!Jtii g 3 7 
Defensive 6 1 
UnJ n mm 1 
T tal 14 18 
Tl1ere a _pears t o be a fa i rly even distri Ption f r the tota 
Total 
6 
8 
10 
7 
1 
32 
.roup 
i nto t , e f ur catego::.· i es . In one case , the nare 1.t s uere not seen a1 d it 
1-ras d:i. fie lit to e s t imate t l e·r atti tnde, so t1is 11as clas s jfied as un-
11 
I 
'I 
knmm . An interestin~ factor uas tha t des~i t e the ~oor faJTlilial bad:~rol nds 
of t 1ese chi dren, t en of t he paren .s uere descri ed a s having acce:-t :i.ng 
att "tunes . 
T1ere a~~ears t be s me d'stinct dif~erences etween t 1ose attittdes 
of 11arents acce!'ted for treatment and those that 1·rere not . In t le group 
t hat \'las accepted, the la ges t munber of cases, s ix, fell into t 1e category 
0 a e · ens i ve attitude . Only three cases i n lvhich an a 'cti tude of acce~)-
tance 1 as e),.'}>ressed y t he parent ve:t· e amon the fourteen cases accepted 
for treatment . A ambivalent attitude 1·ras fo v.nd in four of t 1e cases, 
1vhile only one parent' s overall att itude was one of rejection . 
T_ e 1vri ter \·ras sur r rised to find t hat t :te predominating attitude amon.e; 
t e gro rejected 1vas t e attitude of acce~ tance 1 i1:Lch was found in seven 
of the cases . Paradoxically , the second most coi;unon attitude uas one of 
,2 
I' I 
,, 
I 
I 
_, 
,, 
rejecti n , 'dth five of t he cases fi t t i g into t his ca t eg r:r. Of tJ,e re -
m, hd.ng cases rejecten. for treatMent, four vere described as amb ·val ent , 
and onl,_r one liaS said to be defensive . The one parent whose attitude 1-.ras 
unknmm 1vas among t he grou!' r ejected for treatment. 
These result s \vo l d seem to indicate t at t he agency does not seem 
pro 1e to accept for treatment cases in 1vhich rejection i s t1e parent a l at-
titude . But 1·n1ereas this r ejecting attitude is considered an i mpediment 
to t reatl!lent , a n accepting atti t ude is not a prirr,ar y essential. In vie1v 
of t 1e f act that su ch a large percentage of tl1.e accepted gr up have a de-
fensive attitude, the ~vriter 1-rould speculate t ha t t he agency pe rh-'\ps feels 
t at 1..ri.th time t hey may encourage more appropriate feelings on t he nart 
of the parents , and hence the defensive attitude is not untreatable . The 
1vriter would further speculate t hat perha_)S t he reason why parents 'dth 
def ensive atti tudes are taken on f r treatment 1-.rhile parents 1rith atti -
Jcudes of acceptance are not accented in as large a proporti on i s that t e 
agency may feel that t hese parents need more hel p . The 1·rriter also \·ron-
ders if the i dea of t he challenge i n b eing able to '·rork thro 1g 1 more dif-
ficul t circwnstances in some 1·ray relates to t is s ituation. This 1·rill be 
discussed later i n relation to prognosi s fo r t r eatment. 
II 
'I II 
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CHAPrER V 
AN ANALYSIS OF TWO POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT FAC"roRS 
This chapter is concerned with two phases of the intake procedure 
which were given special attention. The writer felt that the two most 
significant aspects of the intake procedure in determining whether a case 
be taken on for treatment were 1) the ps,ychiatric interview 2) the case 
conference. With this expectation, the writer examined the records of 
these two aspects, with the purpose of attempting to find significant 
differences between the cases accepted for treatment and those which were 
rejected. 
A. Psychiatric Interview 
All children s ·een at the clinic for a diagnostic intake (which would 
mean all court referred cases) have a psychiatric interview with the staff 
II 
psychiatrist. One of the questions raised by the writer was how nruch of 11 
1 an influence upon the decision for taking a case on for treatment was the 
psychiatric evaluation of the ~hild. 
In a small agency such as the New Hampshire Mental Hygiene and Child 
Guidance Clinics, the bulk of the diagnostic psychiatric interview is done 
by one psychiatrist. Of the thirty-two cases reviewed in this paper, 
twenty-nine of the children were seen by one psychiatrist, one child was 
seen by a part time ps,ychiatrist, and the remaining two cases were seen by II 
the one other full time psychiatrist (this is the director of the agency). 
The reports written by the psychiatrist were fortunately quite des-
criptive, and gave an adequate picture of the child as he appeared to the 11 
psychiatrist, the nature and the quality of the relationship fonned between 
1 
~~ the child and the psychiatrist, and in some of the cases, the !'sycbiatric _ ~ 
I 
evaluation of the potentialities for treatment of the child. The writer 
in examining the psychiatric records was primarily concerned with whether 
the children ,who were described as relating well to the psychiatrist, 
necessarily were the ones who were selected for treatment. II 
I 
In establishing a system of classification for the quality of the re- 1' 
II 
lationship which the child established with the psychiatrist, three group- 1 
I 
ings were made; response to therapy situation: positive, mixed, negative. ' 
The writer found that in the psychiatric reports of all those who were 
categorized as having a positive quality to their relationship, the 
1 psychiatric report stated words to this .effect "this child related well." II 
When the child was only relating superficially, yet was compliant enough 
1
1 so that an interview was possible, and the child did not seem too overtly 
hostile, and showed at least potential quality to form a relationship, 
ll 
these children were described as response to therapy situation: mixed. 
II The group of cases in which all efforts to reach the child were thwarted 
I' 
because of the child's defensiveness, hostility, or inability to fonn an 
.I object relationship, was classified as respoD$e to therapy situation: 
I 
il negative. Table XI shows the results of this classification. 
TABLE XI 
QUALITY OF CHILD'S RELATIONSHIP WITH PSYCHIATRIST OF THIRTY-TW 
COURT REFmRED CHILDREN ACCORDING TO ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION 
FOR TREA'l'Ml!NT 
Response to Therapy Situation Acceptance Rejection Total 
Pqsitive 
Mixed 
Negative 
Total 
--=~---=--
ll 
3 
14 
9 20 
6 9 
3 3 
18 32 
-
I, 
I 
II 
J 
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Case 9 is presented to illustrate a psychiatric interview in which 
the child related well to the psychiatrist. 
Case 9._ Lloyd, age fifteen, is a tall, thin, perhaps somewhat 
effeminate looking adolescent. He is a meek, passive boy who 
was friendly and cooperative and related very well from the very 
first. I 
I 
We began by talking about his family. He said he lived at the II 
present time w.ith his grandparents. They were nice people, but 
he would rather live at home because "I like my parents." There ' 
is something he does not like about his grandparents that he 
could not exactly put into words. 
Lloyd worries over lots of things. Sometimes he worries about 
his parents, particularly his mother who has cancer and had 
several operations. He also worries about school. He has a 
hard time concentrating. In response to questions, Lloyd 
acknowledged that he sometimes felt unhappy. It is then that 
he starts stealing. He cannot give any other reason for his 
stealing. He hides the things he steals, although he is not 
sure what he wants to do with them. He always feels sorry 
afterwards and he feels more unhappy after he has been stealing 
than before. Nevertheless, he keeps on stealing. 
Lloyd always feels tired particularly in the afternoon. It helps 
him to do physical work and that keeps him from getting tired. 
He likes to play baseball and basketball. He usually plays with 
his brother. · He has no close friends. When he feels unhappy 
and lonesome, and he often does, he will just go to his room and 
lie down and go to sleep. At one time he belonged to the Boy-
scouts but then he did not like it. He now plans to join the 
Boyscouts again. He sometimes goes to dances, but he usually 
dances with his sister. He will dance with other girls only if 
they ask him. He acknowledged that he feels shy. He added that 
he did not care for girls anyway. Lloyd was anxious to come 
back for another interview. 
This report would seem to indicate that there was an imnediate rap-
port established between the psychiatrist and the child. The boy an-
swered personal questions with little hesitation. He was able to confide 
in the psychiatrist about his feelings of inadequacy, and speak of his 
guilt in regard to his delinquent conduct. The impression is conveyed 
that the child himself would like some help in the areas over which he 
indicates that he has no control, such as his stealing. 
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The following case is an example of a situation in which the response 
of the child to the psychiatrist can only be described as mixed. 
Case 10, Billy, age thirteen, is a nice looking youngster, not 
very big for his age. He showed a rather surly attitude 
throughout the interview, but seemed to be anxious and to keep 
his feelings under control and on the surface was polite and 
compliant. When the Industrial School was mentioned, he showed 
a very angry expression and then .broke into tears. He objected 
because there they take out their anger on all the kids when 
only one of them provokes them. That was the only complaint 
he came out with and in general his attitude was "I just don't 
like it there." He hopes to go home. He does not .want to go 
anywhere else. _ He also showed some feeling when he mentioned 
that he had seen his parents during his last visit to the 
clinic. He said that he corresponds with them regularly. 
As to his delinquent acts, he simply shrugged his shoulders and 
said that he did not know why he got into trouble. He also was 
very non-colliilittal as to his future adjustment. He acknowledged 
that he ran away from school and on this particular day he then 
decided to break into the house. He had some trouble getting 
along with his teachers but he did. not elaborate on this. He 
was casually asked how he was getting along with the folks at 
home, and he denied having any difficulty. An attempt was not 
made to press for more information. 
He then talked mostly about his interests. He said he likes to 
build airplanes and he likes to go on hikes and climb mountains. 
He is also interested in sports such as baseball and football. 
He has quite a few friends and he belongs to the Boyscouts. He 
would like to go through high school, but beyond this he has 
not made any plans. 
There seems to be some reservations in this boy's ability to relate 
to the psychiatrist. There is a certain defensiveness about the child, 
and the psychiatrist does not seem to break through this barrier. The boy 
never seems to get over being anxious and uncomfortable, possibly because 
his efforts are geered towards maintaining intact. The writer got the 
impression that it was only on the less intimate problems that the 
psychiatrist was able to get responses out of the boy. In regard to his 
offense, the boy is non-committal. Still the boy is not unreachable, and 
does give indications of his feelings, despite his defensiveness. There 
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seems to be at least the potentiality that with time a relationship with 
him would be possible. This is quite different from the cases in which 
the defensive attitude was marked by hostility or complete withdrawal 
which those cases categorized as response to therapy situation:negative, 
showed evidence of. Case 11 is an example of this. 
Case ll, George, age fifteen, is a handsome, big husky fellow. 
He greeted me with a friendly handshake, but the moment he 
entered my office, he was overtly hostile. This hostility con-
tinued throughout the interview. He was obviously anxious and 
tense and could hardly sit still throughout the interview. 
When I helped him come out with his feelings about coming here, 
he immediately said that he hated to come here because it took 
him away from a day's work. Also, he does not believe in the 
sort of thing that we do here. As far as he is concerned "it 
is a waste of time." He hates psychiatrists and he thinks this I 
is a lot of "bull shit." All we were trying to do here was find 
out whether he was "crazy" and he thought that this was done 
sufficiently by thepsychological tests that had been given him 
and he could not see why "we" insisted on his coming to the 
clinic. He answered factual questions, but did not volunteer 
any material. He acknowledged having stolen some money, but he 
did not "need it;" he just wanted it. 
I then explained to him the function of the clinic and the pur-
pose of the examinations. This provoked even greater hostility. 
When he noticed the various toys on the desk, he inquired what 
they were used for. He shook his head when I explained to him 
that younger children come here too. 
There seems to be no relationship, except perhaps one of negativism, 
in this boy's approach to the psychiatrist. He was so obviously antago-
nistic about coming to the clinic that all overtures by the psychiatrist 
to reach him appeared to be in vain. His verbalizations of his feelings 
about psychiatry vould seem to indicate that he himself vould be resistive 
to treatment. 
It is interesting to note that the majority of the thirty-two 
delinquent children, fifty-nine per cent, were able to establish good 
relationships with the psychiatrist. This would seem to indicate that 
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whatever their disturbances might be, there appears still to be within 
these children potentialities for reacting 1rith good affect when help is 
offered to them. The writer 1vould tend to feel that this 1vould make the 
prognosis more hopeful, since so much of therapy is based upon the rela-
tionship between the therapist and his patient. It would seem that the 
relationship established between the child and the psychiatrist in the 
diagnostic interview is considered indicative of the \vay he, the child, 
would tend to relate to a therapist. In keeping with this, it was noted 
that of the fourteen children accepted for treatment, eleven of them 
(seventy-nine per cent), related well to the psychiatrist. However, since 
nine of the eighteen children rejected for treatment, (fifty per cent), 
were described as relating well to the psychiatrist, this \YaS obviously 
not the only factor in the decision of acceptance and rejection. The re-
jected group shows a smaller percentage of children having good relation-
ship quality. 
Of the group accepted for treatment, only three (~venty-one per cent) 
did not relate well to the therapist. All of these fell into the category, 
response to therapy sitt~tion: mixed. There were no children accepted 
for treatment who did not relate at all. 
In contrast, of the group rejected for treatment, six of the group 
(thirty-four per cent) vrere in the category, response to therapy situation: 
mixed. Among those rejected \vere found the only three children (sixteen 
per cent) lvho were unable to form any sort of relationship with the 
therapist. 
From these results, the writer concluded that the ability of the 
child to relate to the psychiatrist does seem to some extent to affect 
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the clinic's decision about taking the case on for treatment. However, 
-
since half of the rejected group in this study were able to establish re-
lationships of good quality, this cannot be a sole consideration. 
B. The~ Conference and Follo~!!u Info!lMtion iUl 
the Thirty-!!2 Cases 
It is not until the case conference that there is a synthesizing of 
the material obtained in the course of the intake procedure about the 
juvenile offender. Since there is a question of expediency in diagnosing 
the case before the child is brought before the juvenile court, these 
cases are given primary consideration, and are hence "staffed" as soon as 
possible, usually within three or four weeks of the referral date. 
An examination of the various aspects of case conference notes was 
the opinion of one member of the three way team of psychiatrist, social 
worker, or psychologist appear to have more influence than the others in 
the decision of the outcome of the case? (3) How does the diagnosis and 
the prognosis for the case affect the decision? (4) What were the recom-
mendations made for a case when treatment was not suggested? (5) What 
1
j 
follow-up infonnation was available to see how the reconmendations for 
treatment were followed? 
1 The writer found, unfortunately, that it was extremely difficult to 
II get a complete picture of the dynamics of the case conference. Of all 
aspects of the case record, these conference notes were most notably in-
complete. In five of the cases there were no conference notes at all. The 1 
I' 
I 
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remaining Uienty-eight cases were briefly summarized, and it was not pos-
sible to accurately discern what aspect of the intake procedure was stressed 
at the conference, and which member of the staff team had the most in-
fluence in the discussion. However, on the basis of what little informa-
tion was available, the 1iriter did get the general impression that in most 
cases, the three members of the staff team were in agreement on the dyna-
mics of the case. 
It was interesting to note, however, that in nine of the cases, the 
staff psychiatrist had indicated some form of recommendation for the case 
in his psychiatric report. In all of these nine cases, this was the pre-
cise form of the final recommendation as indicated in the case conference 
notes. It was also noted, holvever, that the psychological evaluation and 
the social worker's intake findings were in agreement 1ii th the psychia-
trist's impressions in all of these cases. 
It is necessary to keep in mind the difficulty that the writer had in 
evaluating what was stressed because of the vague diffuseness of the con-
ference notes. It seemed, however, that in thirteen of the thirty-two 
cases the envirorunental factors in the cases liaS the place where the major 
stress lay. Of these thirteen cases, only four were in the accepted group, 
lihile nine were in the rejected group. The most noted statement about 
these poor environmental factors which stressed lack of family ability 
lvas "there seems to be little positive strengths in the home environments, 
and the child is unlikely to improve if he remains there." This seems 
further to substantiate the writer's feelings that one of the important 
criteria for treatment prognosis would be the stability of the family unit. 
In all of the tl1irteen cases, the agency suggested removal from the home 
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to either a boarding school or an institution. However, in four of the 
cases, the children were accepted for therapy, and in these cases, there 
l~S the suggestion that the child be placed at a boarding school which 
would be near enough to the agency to make therapy sessions possible. 
An attempt was also made to see whether the nature and severity of 
the diagnosis and prognosis affected taking a case on for treatment, and 
to what extent did the decision rest upon these factors. The writer found 
one major obstacle in establishing a classification system for the diag-
nosis. The thir~-two casesoover a period of four years, during which 
time there has been a change in the classification system. For the last 
two years, the system of classification is in accordance with the stan-
dards of diagnosis and statistics of the "Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders" of the American Psychiatric Association. The 
eight cases diagnosed prior to 1952 were not in accordance with this classi-
fication system. The writer, therefore, attempted to place these eight 
cases into the categories in which they seemed best fitted. For example, 
the writer has classified behavior disorder and conduct disorder, terms 
which were used prior to 1952, with the new classification of adjustment 
reaction. 
The results of the examination of these diagnoses indicated that 
eighteen of the cases were diagnosed into a classification of "transient 
situational personality disorders." According to the Manual of Mental 
Disorders, "This general classification should be restricted to reactions 
which are more or less transient in character and which appear to be an 
acute symptom response to a situation without apparent underlying person-
ality disturbance. The symptoms are the immediate means used by the 
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individual in his struggle to adjust to an overwhelming situation.nl Under 
this classification of transient situational personality disorders, the 
'iriter classified adjustment reactions to childhood and adolescence; be-
havior difficulties and conduct disorders. Nine of the accepted cases 
and nine of the rejected cases were then found to be diagnosed as trans-
ient situational personality disorders. 
Ten of the remaining fourteen cases were diagnosed in terms which 
seemed to indicate more disturbance to the basic personality makeup, such 
as psychopathic personality, pre-psychotic, neurotic, character disorder. 
Of the accepted group, the only two children who were not diagnosed as 
transient situational personality disorders were diagnosed as character 
disorders. Of the eight children rejected for treatment who were diagnosed 
in terms of basic personality disorders, two '~re diagnosed as character 
disorders, three as psychoneurotic disorders, nvo as social psychopathies, 
and one as pre-psychotic. There was no diagnosis recorded in four of the 
thirty-two cases. 
Since forty-four per cent of the rejected group as compared to 
twenty-one per cent of the accepted group were diagnosed in terms of more 
basic personality disorders, these results would seemingly indicate that 
the agency does not tend to take on for treatment those children with 
marked signs of personality disturbance. However, since not all cases of 
transient situational personality disorders were selected for treatment, 
it is evident that there are other considerations taken into account. 
1 Committee on Nomenclature and Statistics of the American 
Psychiatric Association, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ~ Mental 
Disorders, p. 40. 
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In only eight of the thirty-two cases did the case conference notes 
give a prognosis for the case. The three cases designated as having a 
poor prognosis were all rejected for treatment. 
TABLE lli 
DIAGNOSIS OF PROBLFli OF THIRTY-T\{0 COURT REFERRED CHILDREN 
ACCORDING TO ACCEPTANCE . O~ REJECTION .FOR TREATMENT 
Accepted · Reiected 
Diagnosis Se- Mod- Mild Not Total Se- Hod- Mild Not Total 
vere era te Knolm. vere era te Known 
Basic 
Personality 
Disorders 
.a) Psycho-
pathic 
b) Pre-
psychotic 
c) Psycho-
neurotic 
d) Character 
Disorder 
Total 
Transient 
1 Situational 
Personality 
Disorders 
a) .Adjust-
ment Re-
action 
b) Behavior 
Disorder 
c) Conduct 
Disorder 
Total 
3 
1 
Unknown Diagnosis 
TOTAL 
2 2 
1 
2 
2 
7 2 2 3 
2 1 
9 
3 
14 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
0 
7 
8 
1 
1 
10 
1 
18 
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TABLE Xlll 
PROGNOSIS OF THIRTY-'n'/0 COURT REFEIDUID CHILDREN 
ACCORDING TO ACCEPTAN:CE OR REJECTION FOR 'IREATHENT 
Prognosis Acceptance Rejection 
Good 3 
Fair 3 
Poor 2 
Unknown 
...ll... ...l.L 
Total 14 18 
Total 
3 
3 
2 
...1.L 
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Three cases with good prognosis were rejected for treatment. The three 
accepted cases for which a prognosis was recorded all had fair prognosis. 
In order to supplement the lack of information on prognosis, the 
writer studied the severity of the disorders as was indicated in the diag-
nosis, with the assumption that the severity of the disorder can to some 
extent be correlated with prognosis. Of the nine cases with transient 
situational disorders in the accepted group, four were described as being 
severe, two as moderate, and in three cases there was no indication of 
severity. Among the ten cases rejected for treatment, which were also 
transient situational disorders, two l~re described as being severe, two 
as moderate, four as mild, while two had no indication of severity. 
It is interesting to note that the four most mild cases of transient 
situational personality disorders are in the rejected group,and also that 
the two cases designated as having a good prognosis are also in the re-
jected group. The writer would tend to speculate that the reason why 
these cases are among the rejected group is that the agency does not con-
sider these children disturbed enough to need treatment, in view of the 
already heavy case load of the agency. \vith these more mild cases, it is 
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probably felt that with some constructive environmental manipulation, the 
problems of the child can be lrorked out. 
From the little data available on prognosis, it is difficult to draw 
any substantial conclusions. The agency tends to take on cases, however, 
which show that the child is in need of some help, and yet where there is 
at least a fair prognosis. This is substantiated by the fact that cases 
of moderate and severe transient situational personality disorders and the 
more hopeful of the basic personality problem group were the cases ac-
cepted for treatment. 
What were the total recommendations of the clinic for these children? 
In five of the cases, the clinic felt that the child should remain in the 
home, with the idea that the child was not really very disturbed and the 
problems that the child did have could be handled adequately by the 
parents. In eight cases, the recommendation was that the child remain in 
the home and also have therapy. For eight of the children,boarding school 
\iaS recommended; for seven additional children, boarding school plus 
therapy, and for one child a work placement was suggested. For the three 
11 remaining children, all of whom were considered among the most disturbed 
(one pre-psychotic and two psychopa~ , institutional placements were 
suggested. However, the agency clearly stated that they did not consider 
the Industrial School a suitable placement for even the three children for 
whom they recommended institutional placement. In this is noted the dis-
parity between the philosophy of the child guidance clinic and the judici-
ary. 
--
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TABLE XIV 
CLINICAL RECOHMENDATIONS FOR THE THIRTY-TWO COURT 
REFERRED CHILDREN . ACCORDING . TO ACCEPTA!'l'CE OR . 
Recommendation 
Remain at home 
Boarding school 
Institutionalization 
Work placement 
Total 
REJEC~ION FOR .TREATMENT . 
Acceptance 
8 
6 
14 
Rejection 
5 
9 
3 . 
1 
18 
Total 
13 
15 
3 
1 
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Of the thirteen cases in which suggestion was made that the child 
remain in the home, eight of the cases carried the additional recornmenda-
tion that community resources such as aid of teachers, minister, group 
activities such as Boy Scouts, 4-H Club, should be encouraged • 
. 
There was a notable lack of any follow up information in the records. 
In the overwhelming number of cases (twenty) after the psychiatric report 
l1aS sent to the court, there l1aS no further contact between the child and 
the clinic and no information of the final disposition of the case. In 
two of the rejected cases, the mother had come to see the psychiatrist to 
talk over the recommendation that the child be sent to a boarding school. 
In the only other rejected case in which there was some further informa-
tion, another agency had contacted the clinic because the child had com-
mitted another delinquent act and this agency was asked to make a place-
ment. 
Of the fourteen cases which had been accepted for treatment, there 
~r.as no further contact between the clinic and the child in five of the 
cases. Of the remaining nine cases, only one of the children had been 
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taken on for intensive therapy. One case had been started for intensive 
th~rapy, but after one therapy session had been terminated with no indica-
tion in the record of why. In four of the cases, parents were seen for 
consultation purposes, and in two of the cases the children were being 
seen on a monthly basis for guidance. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this study an analysis of the intake process of thirty-two court 
referred cases to the New Hampshire Mental Hygiene and Child Guidance 
Clinics was made in order to discover the most important factors in de-
termining whether a case should be taken on for continued treatment after 
the diagnostic intake study has been made. It was felt that since the 
clinical evaluation of the child is an important determinant of whether 
probation will be granted as well as other recommendations about the 
child's future, that the clinic has a grave responsibility toward these 
young offenders and therefore an evaluative study of how the clinic 
functions in fulfilling its therapeutic obligations to these children 
lfOuld be worthwhile. Though certain of these findings have broader :impli-
cations as regards the field of child guidance work with the juvenile de-
linquent, many of the specific findings are necessarily limited to this 
particular agency from which the sample was selected. 
A random selection of thirty-two cases referred by the court to the 
clinic during the period from January, 1951 - December, 1954 yielded a 
sample of fourteen accepted cases and eighteen rejected cases. It was 
pointed out that the term accepted for treatment, as it is used in this 
study, applies to several different types of services which the agency 
renders and implies only that the agency had expressed an interest in 
maintaining further contact with the child and his family, and not that 
the case lfa.S actually taken on for treatment. 
An attempt was first made to determine what the agency saw as its 
criteria for taking a case of a juvenile delinquent on for treatment. 
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According to the Chief Psychiatric Social Worker, the clinic's fundamental 
-
consideration would revolve around a fairly good prognosis for the case, 
from the standpoint of the child's ability to respond to treatment, the 
parent's treatability as well as a consideration of the environmental 
factors in the child's life. It is the agency's feeling that there must 
be enough constructive forces lri..thin the child's home life to allolf for 
adjustment outside of the clinical contact lri..th the child. 
A general analysis was then made of the basic characteristics of the 
fotrrteen accepted cases and the eighteen rejected cases to determine what 
significant differences there were between them in the follolfing areas: 
age, sex, nature of offense, school achievement, intelligence quotients, 
distance of home to clinic, personality characteristics. No significant 
correlations between acceptance and rejection were seen in three of these 
areas; nature of offense, intelligence quotient, and personality character-
istics. Appreciable differences were found, however, for the five other 
areas considered; age, sex, school achievement and distance of home to 
clinic. 
There seemed to be a tendency for the agency to select for continued 
treatment the younger of the delinquent children. The writer would specu-
late that the clinic staff lri..th the stated criteria of selecting cases 
lvith a more hopeful prognosis would perhaps associate this lri..th the . 
younger child, since their personality structure might be less rigid and 
more flexible to change. Another reason for the selection of the younger 
child for treatment might be rlte clinic's desire to engage in preventative 
work, with the hope of preventing recidivism during the rebellious 
adolescent period which the younger of these children are just entering. 
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Boys seemed to be accepted at a higher ratio (seven to one) than were 
the girls in the study. However, with a sample as small as thirty-two 
cases, which included only four girls, the tvriter would tend to feel that 
chance factors may have affected this distribution, especially since the 
girls in the group tended to be older and their diagnosis more disturbed. 
Despite the fact that there was no appreciable difference between the 
I.Q. scores of the accepted group and the rejected group, there was a 
significant difference between the scholastic adjustment of the group ac-
cepted for treatment and the group which was rejected. The overall pic-
ture of the entire group of delinquents indicated quite a good deal of 
school difficulty. There was, however, a larger percentage of such diffi-
culty among the rejected group. The writer felt that these results would 
further substantiate the agency's stated criterion of looking for cases 
with a better prognosis. One could speculate that the clinic considers 
any evidence of positive strengths within the child an indication of a 
more hopeful prognosis. 
A notably larger proportion of the rejected group were long term 
social adjustment problems. It would seem reasonable to assume that the 
more recent the social adjustment problem, the more hopeful the prognosis. 
The last aspect in lihich differences were seen between the rejected 
and the accepted group had, however, no relationship to prognosis. The 
study clearly showed that the distance of the child's home from the clinic 
was closely correlated tiLth acceptance and rejection of a case for treat-
ment. It tro.s shown, however, t..ltat the clinic is not inflexible about ac-
cepting cases tm.ich were in outlying areas since six such cases were 
accepted. However, in four of these cases, part of the recommendation 
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suggested boarding school placement near the clinic. 
As would be expected, the total picture of family background of these 
thirty-two delinquent children was marked by a whole range of unwholesome 
psychological factors which would not be conducive to good mental health. 
The group rejected had notably more problems within each family unit than 
did the accepted group. This would seemingly indicate once again how tm-
portant a reliance the agency places upon workable strengths in the total 
picture of the child and his family to insure good prognosis. It would 
seem to give evidence to the theory that when the family unit is marred 
by too many disrupting forces, the agency '~uld question the value of an 
hour .a week therapy session for evolving a change within the child. 
The second aspect of the family picture, the parental attitude re-
garding the child, lr.lS considered also in this study to see what affect 
this had on the agency's acceptance and rejection policy. The thirty-two 
parents were categorized in terms of having accepting, rejecting, ambiva-
lent or defensive attitudes about their children and their problems. In-
terestingly enough, despite the poor familial background of these children, 
ten of the thirty-two parents were described as having accepting attitudes. 
Though one ~ght expect that the agency in accordance with its policy of 
taking cases on ~1ich had a good prognosis would select cases in which the 
parents had accepting attitudes, this was actually not the case. The two 
most prevalent attitudes among the group accepted for treatment were the 
defensive and the ambivalent attitudes. For the group rejected for treat-
ment, the two most common attitudes were rejection and acceptance. It 
would seem that if these results are any indication the agency tends to 
reject both extremes on the scale, the accepting and the rejecting parent, 
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and to concentrate its efforts on the defensive and the ambivalent parent. 
\Vhereas the rejecting attitude seemingly is considered as an impediment 
to treatment, these other two attitudes are evidently not considered un-
workable. The writer would speculate that the element of challenge that 
these parents represent and the hope that in time the agency may be able 
to encourage more appropriate feeling toward the child may be somehow af-
fecting the clinic's decision. Also, perhaps the agency feels that these 
are the people Who really need help, more so than the parents who have an 
accepting attitude. 
Several features seemed to emerge from the analysis of the ~~ phases 
of the intake procedure which were given special attention, the psychia_ 
tric interview and the case conference. The record of the psychiatric in-
terview was examined to see whether the child's ability to relate in this 
interview was of important significance in the decision about treatment. 
It was interesting to note that the majority of the thirty-two children 
were able to establish good relationships with the psychiatrist. This 
would seemingly indicate that whatever their disturbance might be, there 
still was within these children the potentialities for reacting 'v.ith good 
affect when an extension of friendship was made toward them. This would 
appear to make the prognosis for therapy more hopeful, since so much of 
therapy is based upon the quality of the relationship between therapist 
and patient. 
It was noted that a very large percentage of the accepted group (four-
fifths) related well to the psychiatrist. Though a fifth of the accepted 
group did not relate well, they were still able to form some sort of rela-
tionship. No child was accepted who did not relate at all. The rejected 
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group showed half of the children having good relationships with the 
psychiatrist, though still a large proportion is notably smaller than the 
percentage in the accepted group. From these results, the writer con-
cluded that the ability of the child to relate to the psychiatrist does 
seem to some extent to affect the clinic's decision about treatment. How-
ever, since half of the rejected group in this study were able to esta-
blish relationships of good quality, this cannot be a sole consideration. 
The writer found that it ,.,as extremely difficult to get a complete 
and comprehensive picntre of the dynamics of the case conference, due to 
the incompleteness of the case conference notes. Therefore, it was not 
possible to discern answers to questions concerning mutual agreement be-
tw·een the social \rorker and influence of the psychiatrist and the psycholo-
gist on the treatability of the child. 
The conference notes did indicate that in thirteen of the thirty-two 
cases, the environmental factors in the cases were emphasized, and of these 
thirteen cases, only fo,ur were in the accepted group 1ihile nine were among 
the cases rejected. Such statements in the record as "there seems to be 
little positive strengths in the home environment" again substantiates the 
writer's feelings of the emphasis placed upon family unity and the im-
portance of evidence of strengths within a case. 
An examination of the nature of the diagnosis and prognosis indicated 
that both these factors affect the decision about treatability by the 
agency. In four cases, however, no diagnosis was recorded. From the re-
maining twenty-eight cases, diagnosed, it seemed evident that the agency 
tends to take on for treatment the children who do not show signs of severe 
underlying personality disturbance. 
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From the little data available on prognosis, it was difficult to 
draw any substantial conclusions. It was noted, however, that the most 
mild cases of the group were not among those accepted, which w·ould seeming-
ly indicate that the agency prefers to concentrate its efforts on the 
cases lmich indicate enough disturbance so that more than environmental 
manipulation is necessary. It was seen that the agency tends to take 
cases lvhere there is at least a fair prognosis. 
The writer then examined the records to see lihat recommendations 
other than therapy by the agency were suggested. It was noted that in no 
case did the agency recommend the Industrial School. In thirteen of the 
cases, the agency suggested that the child remain in the home; in fifteen 
of the cases, the agency suggested a boarding school placement. For one 
child, a work placement was suggested. For the three most disturbed chil-
dren, institutional placement lvas suggested. 
There was a notable lack of any follow up information in the records. 
In twenty of the thirty-two cases, no further contact between the child 
and the clinic was evident, at least according to the records. Even among 
the group accepted for treatment, there was no further contact between the 
clinic and the child in five of the cases. 
In all the distinctions in characteristics between the delinquent 
children which '~re accepted for treatment and the children liho lvere re-
jected, the theme of emphasis on prognostic implications seemed evident. 
It would seem that the rather hopeless attitude with respect to the treat-
ment of the more psychologically disturbed children, or the children coming 
from environments lvhich are so heavily weighted with social pathology that 
successful treatment seems relatively futile, can be attributed in part to 
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the lack of clinical facilities and the need to be particularly selective 
in the decision about treatment. The limited clinical facilities in 
child guidance work in Ne,., Hampshire is not conducive to the acceptance 
of the new mode of thinking expressed by \¥itmer. 
Given a well-trained clinic staff of adequate size and enough 
time really to treat each child and his family who have some 
interest in being helped, it appears that even a group of 
delinquents specifically selected as being "potentially serious 
offenders" are as amenable to treatment as the average run of 
child guidance patients.l 
1 \vitmer, op, cit,, p. 301. 
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I IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 
Name 
Intake date 
Informant 
Nature of offense 
Educational background 
Religion and nationality 
Duration of difficulty 
SCHEDULE 
Age 
Sex 
Ordinal position in family 
Child's Personality Characteristics 
Interests 
Club Activities 
Friendships 
II BACKGRO~~ L~ORMATION OF CHILD'S FA}ITLY 
Location of home 
Father's occupation 
}~ther's occupation 
Description of stability of family unit in terms of marital situa-
tion, relationship of father and mother to the children, etc. 
III ATTITUDE OF PARENTS TOWARD THE CHILD 
Informant's behavior in the intervielv in speaking of child and his 
problems 
iVhat was the social worker's general impression of the parent 
Holv defensive \Ya.S the parent about coming to the clinic 
IV PSYCHIATRIC REPORT 
Child's appearance 
Child's attitude 
Child's ability to relate 
Psychiatric recommendations 
Psychiatric interview with mother 
V PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS 
I.Q. 
Projective test results 
VI CASE CONFERENCE 
Who attended 
What was stressed 
VII FOLLO\v UP INFORMATION 
Staff evaluation 
Diagnosis and Prognosis 
Recomnendations 
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